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Abstract
Recycling options for fiber polymer matrix composite waste materials are limited
because they typically cannot be reused, reprocessed for down-cycling, and are generally
environmentally unfriendly. The utility industry, specifically electrical distribution, has
been increasingly using hybrid carbon, glass fiber, and epoxy resin composite rods for
high-voltage (HV) conductor transmission lines. The high-voltage conductor core (HVCC)
used in the transmission line can have an optimal in-service-life of roughly several decades,
in which the material is then retired to a waste landfill. Currently, there is limited research
and recycling methodology for these hybrid composite rods. In this research, powder
carbon fiber, glass fiber, and epoxy admixture filler material were used in cement to
improve the durability and reduce aging effects in hardened Portland cement materials.
This research also attempts to determine a method of processing the HVCC material
for an admixture of recyclable filler material in cementitious construction building
materials as an alternative to disposal in landfills. The corrosive aging effects of moisture
and saltwater environments on low- and high-pressure compacted hardened neat Portland
cement material were found to decrease average compression strengths by approximately
30% and 8% respectively. Salt-aged OPC neat low-pressure maximum average
compression strength decreased from 75 MPa to 52 MPa, while OPC with particle fiber
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powder admixture at 6.0 wt% only decreased from 55 MPa to 52MPa. Recycled HVCC
filler in cement at high-pressure compaction was a significant factor reducing degradation
of mechanical compression strengths after saltwater aging by approximately 93% in highpressure compacted Portland cement. Salt-aged high-pressure compacted OPC maximum
average compression strength decreased from 59 MPa to 41 MPa, and OPC with particle
fiber powder admixture maximum average compression strength decreased from 44 MPa
to 41 MPa. The OPC with HVCC crushed rod chips admixture at 6.0 wt% had the poorest
maximum average compression strength at low- and high-pressure compacted at 34 MPa
and 32 MPa respectively. Therefore, particle fiber powder consisting of carbon/glass fibers
and epoxy resin was shown to have substantial qualitative benefits as an admixture filler
in cement.
Additional numerical approaches were developed for low-pressure and highpressure molecular diffusion analyses. The numerical models were used to expand the
understanding of low-diffusive particle inclusions such as fibers can act as retardants of
water transport, which can contribute to carrying charged ions, Cl- through porous cement.
Molecular dynamics mean squared displacement simulation of water transport decreased
by roughly 85% in high-pressure compacted cement with carbon/glass fiber and epoxy.
Concentration transport of chemical species had decreased saturation in by 57% in lowporosity (0.02) cement compared to high-porosity (0.05) with fibers. The research
presented in this dissertation was enhanced using molecular dynamics analysis, 2D finite
element concentration diffusion analysis, and experimental methods.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Composites have many advantages compared to traditional materials, including
high durability, high strength-to-weight ratios, extreme strengths in high-heat
environments, and extended service-lives. Due to high demand, the development of fiber
polymer matrix composites (FPMC) continues to grow for new and evolving industrial
applications [1–5]. As a result, the availability of innovative and cheap composite materials
has led to the mass production of many different types of polymer composites, specifically
those containing glass and carbon fibers.
Unfortunately, large demand for FPMC parts and components has resulted in vast
quantities of FPMC waste, most of which is non-decomposable. Thus, composite preproduction waste and post waste (end-service-life) materials are discarded and sent to
landfills for disposal [1–5]. The total mass of worldwide polymeric composite material
production, including thermosets and thermoplastics, adhesives, resins, and specialized
coatings, exceeded over 320 million metric tons in 2015, with continuous growth expected
of ~10% per year [1–15]. While the use of FPMC materials is steadily increasing across
the globe, within the next two decades the projected global demand for FPMC materials is
expected to grow to an estimated $48 USD billion for carbon fiber-based polymer
1

composites for industrial applications such as aircraft, automobiles, consumer goods, and
advanced medical devices [1–3, 6–7, 16]. Unfortunately, the increased production of
FPMC will likely result in more waste being sent to landfills, if a recycling solution is not
found.
Various solutions to solve the recycling problems of composite waste have been
presented; however, the problem remains complex because the majority of fiber-reinforced
composites cannot be recycled or repurposed using the same means. As a result, recycling
fiber polymer composite wastes is tedious, complex, and expensive, especially when
extracting necessary and salvageable materials from the composites to yield useable fibers
and resin. Nevertheless, while recycling FPMC is difficult, the process can be successfully
implemented with the proper strategies.
There are various methods for recycling FPMC waste that have been successful,
but these methods are contingent upon the application and constituent materials, and
consist of thermal, and chemical recycling methods [1–7, 10, 17–28]. These methodologies
can be used for the recycling of pre-production, end-of-service life, and post-production
FPMC material waste; however, these methods are expensive and cumbersome. Thus, fiber
composites must undergo rigorous sorting and classification to verify whether the
component can be reused, repurposed, recycled, or be should be discarded, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Although it is difficult to determine the exact number of composite production
types, determining the classification of waste or recycling type requires that all initiatives
and industries be considered [Figure 2] [1–10, 19].

2

Figure 1. Methodology for carbon & glass fiber composite waste recycling for
end-of-service life components

Figure 2. Generalized life-cycle diagram of recycled fiber composite materials
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One large source of FPMC waste comes from utilities and power generation and
distribution companies, which are experiencing increasing demand for electrical power [8,
10]. Some of these utilities use advanced hybrid composite materials and utilize polymer
composite core conductors for their overhead HV transmission lines, often in the form of
Aluminum Conductor Composite Cores (ACCC) [Figure 3]. This type of high-voltage line
uses composite high-voltage conductor cores (HVCC) which consist of hybrid carbon and
glass fibers instead of traditional steel or aluminum cores [8, 10, 15]. The United States
currently has an estimated 250,000 km of HV transmission lines, and reclaimed fiber
materials from products such as HVCCs are estimated to produce over 8.0 million kg of
carbon and glass fiber composite materials, and these amounts are expected to increase
every year [1–2, 5–10].
HVCCs that are prematurely damaged must be replaced before their expected
lifespan, resulting in large amounts of composite waste. While the conductive aluminum
alloy strands in these electrical transmission lines are easily recyclable, the HVCC
composite cores themselves remains a major challenge to recycle because the separation
of glass and carbon fibers from the thermoset resin is complex, expensive, and not
economically feasible. Therefore, large amounts of unrecyclable preproduction composite
material waste and end-of-service-life material will be generated by utilities in the
foreseeable future, leading to considerable waste going to the landfill [Figure 4].
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Figure 3. Standard and Aluminum conductor core (ACCC) high-voltage transmission
line (left), and hybrid carbon & glass fiber composite rods (right)

Figure 4. Estimated mass of ACCC transmission line material length (km) as a function
of length (million kg)
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1.1 Statement of problem: recycling fiber polymer wastes in usable structures
Finding a recycling solution for fiber polymer waste entails identifying appropriate
end products for FPMCs reprocessing. One approach may be in the form of downcycling
the waste material into cement. There is currently a need for better chemical resistant
cement-based materials for offshore applications, such as support columns for bridges,
wind turbines, and coastal barriers. Many of these structures are usually comprised of high
strength reinforced metal and concrete materials to deflect ocean wave impacts. Because
these cement structures are continuously exposed to moisture and saltwater environments
year-round, corrosion, frictional wearing, and accelerated aging will occur. As a result,
these cement structures endure deleterious effects when in marine environments, which
significantly degrades and weakens these crucial supporting structures [29–32].
In some cases, within several years or less in service, signs of extreme deterioration
ranging from surface pitting, large cracks, spalling, and structural compromises will occur
due to water ingress into concrete structures [14, 15, 30]. Although the degree and mode
of failure will vary in concrete structures, the resulting deterioration can lead to mechanical
collapse that is catastrophic and very costly to prevent.
The addition of admixtures may improve the properties of cement-based structures
for marine environments, such as those used for support columns for bridges, wind
turbines, and coastal barriers, making them more salt resistant [14, 15, 29, 31, 33, 34]. This
is important, because even though cement-based materials are durable and strong, within a
few years or less in service, deterioration will also occur, which is extremely expensive to
repair [14, 15, 29, 35, 36]. This
6

deterioration is compounded by the large pores and voids that are present in standard
concrete structures, which accelerates the corrosion rate caused by seawater.
There is commercial interest in using fiber polymeric composite waste materials in
construction and building industries as additive fillers. However, recycling hybrid fiber
composites is difficult because current recycling methods for separating fibers and resins
are specific to only single fiber types. Additionally, harsh methods are required to extract
the fibers from the resins, which can severely degrade the fibers’ mechanical properties [1–
11, 19, 31]. As there are no efficient methods for recycling hybrid fiberglass and carbon
matrix composites materials, especially mixed fiber composite high-voltage conductor
rods, a new recyclate admixture for high-performance concrete mixture and novel
recycling approach are needed for repurposing these hard to recycle waste products. This
graduate work developed a new approach, that consisted of adding the polymeric waste
product into the cementitious material in the form of fillers and binders, as studies have
found that glass and carbon fiber admixtures can increase the strength and durability of
concrete [29, 30, 33-37, 38]. Thus, as a means of providing a new option for recycling
hybrid fiber polymer composite waste that is relatively easy to process, adding polymer
composite waste to cement and concrete materials may help the resulting material
withstand chemical stressors over the lifetime of the material in environmentally damaging
environments [15, 18]. Because fiber reinforced composites typically increase a material’s
mechanical properties, the HVCC waste product material may be an ideal admixture for
use in cement products, while also redirecting it away from landfills.

7

Thus, to provide better corrosion resistance and slow down the deleterious effects
of salt aging, this graduate work assessed if FPMC waste from HVCC material waste can
improve the
properties of cementitious materials in saltwater environments. This approach would not
only provide a solution for HVCC waste, but also help solve the issues of accelerated aging
of cement in seawater environments. When processed properly using economically viable
means, the recycled fiber polymer composite waste material may be used in Portland
cement and concrete structures in the form of ground fiber (carbon or glass), offering
considerable mechanical and chemical resistant enhancement to hardened cementitious
materials [5, 12, 32, 39]. Thus, in this work, fiber composite waste additives were
investigated for use in cementitious materials to assess if they have advantageous benefits
for cement structures and materials in corrosive environments, as schematically illustrated
in Figure 5. Specifically, reclaimed recycled conductor core hybrid FPMC materials were
evaluated if they benefit the wear resistance and durability of cement for coastal offshore
applications in both high- and low-pressure cement products, and various experiments,
methods, and models were employed to assess this hypothesis.

8

Figure 5. ACCC (high-voltage conductor core) composite recycling methodology
processing into cementitious material.
Because there are few options for mainstream composite materials recycling due to
limited technology and economic investments, a down-cycling approach was chosen as the
most suitable method for repurposing HVCC composite waste [Figure 2]. This dissertation
explains the preliminary research on recycling fiber polymer composite into cementitious
materials, as well as the materials and methods employed during the course of this research.
To assess the cement material containing HVCC waste, new composite OPC admixtures
were created and mixed into cement, and their resistance to highly corrosive salt
environments was assessed (i.e., marine seawater).
In addition to self-compaction (low-pressure) OPC admixtures, which were
assessed by similar experimentation, another OPC was assessed that was dynamically
9

compacted (high-pressure). In this case, admixtures with FPMC micro-particles were
shown to decrease permeation and diffusivity characteristics and lowered micro-voids and
pores, compared to unmodified, neat OPC.
Several novel and unique findings and observations were made during the course
of this research. These include:


A new way of economically recycling mixed fiber polymer matrix
composite waste was found, in the form of particle fiber powder, which was
determined to be suitable for use as an admixture.



The novel use of a high-pressure compaction system, which was
successfully implemented to create new, high-density composite waste
cement materials.



The particle fiber powder admixture at 6.0 wt% was found to reduce average
compression strengths in both low- and high-pressure compacted OPC by
only ~24%, which is significant as the majority of admixtures significantly
decrease compression strengths by ~30% on average, as reported in the
literature.



The recycled particle fiber admixture was found to reduce the diffusion of
moisture by 64%, which is critical for marine cement products, as they need
to resist seawater ingress when in service.



The combination of increased material density through compaction and
addition of particle fiber admixtures was found to significantly delay the
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aging of cement in seawater, with the aged samples retaining 93% of their
average maximum compression strength.


Numerical simulations conducted in COMSOL Multiphysics on low- and
high- porosity OPC with fiber inclusions showed a 57% decrease in cement
models with lower porosity and fiber particles.

1.2 Publication and submitted peer-review work
During this research work, one peer-reviewed journal paper was published,
“Recycling carbon and glass fiber polymer matrix composite waste into cementitious
materials”, which was published in the journal of Resources, Conservation and Recycling
in 2020.
1. Clark, E., Bleszynski, M., et al. (2020). Recycling carbon and glass fiber
polymer matrix composite waste into cementitious materials. Resources,
Conservation and Recycling, 155, 104659.
This publication described how accelerated aging in aqueous salt solutions resulted in a
decrease in the compression strength of ordinary Portland cement and admixture cement
materials. Most importantly, the experimental results found that finely ground end-ofservice life high-voltage conductor hybrid carbon and glass polymer composite material
could significantly reduce the damaging effects of extensive saltwater exposure [40].
In addition, an additional paper was submitted for publication:
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2. Clark, E., Bleszynski, M., et al. (2021). High-pressure compacted recycled
polymeric composite waste materials for marine applications (under
review).
Also noting E. Clark’s M.S. work, an additional paper was also published (co-authored):
3. WA Grell, E. Solis-Ramos, E. Clark, et al. (2017). Effect of powder
oxidation on the impact toughness of electron beam melting Ti-6Al-4V.
Additive Manufacturing, 17, 123-134.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review of Ordinary Portland Cementitious Materials
Before a waste material, such as HVCC waste, can be downcycled into another
product, several factors must first be considered. Therefore, this chapter summarizes the
current literature on ordinary Portland cement (OPC) materials, chemistry, properties,
admixtures, aging, and applications. All of these characteristics were considered critical
for understanding how the cement material would behave when samples containing waste
admixtures were exposed to salt-water environments, as well as how the admixture waste
product would affect the OPC. Thus, this literature review summarizes the main aspects of
OPC that were considered critical for creating new saltwater aging resistant cementitious
materials containing HVCC admixture waste products.

2.1 Ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
OPC is a finely ground powder material consisting of water hydrating di-calcium and
tri-calcium silicates. Cement and water are added to OPC, which is cured in several stages,
whether it be commercially created in a factory or mixed on-site and poured into molds or
castings. Water is an important component when mixing cement, as the excessive use of
water will reduce strengths, while too little water will reduce workability and create
13

incorrect forms. Curing, or hardening of OPC comes from the heat of hydration, which is
a chemical reaction of the cement compounds and is commonly conducted in several stages
[13, 30, 33, 37, 41, 42]. The raw chemical compounds of cement are calcium oxide, silica,
alumina, along with trace amounts of iron oxide and other common calcium derivatives of
limestone, clays, and shale. Calcium oxides consist of largely tri-calcium and di-calcium
silicate clinkers from gypsum and calcium oxide derivatives with trace amounts of
aluminum and ferrous oxides [10, 30]. After ~2–3 days, the hydration (curing) processing
is mostly complete, though the cement will continue to cure as long as water and nonhydrated compounds are present. In some cases, the process can take many years for the
material to reach max compression, and strengths are typically tested 7 to 56 days after
curing.
While cement and water are the active components, it is not economical to use them
alone. Instead, aggregates are added to increase the volume and tailor concrete to its final
use. Typically, concrete is ~60%–80 % coarse or fine aggregates, which mainly consist of
sand and gravel [30, 33, 37]. When sand and cement are mixed together, it is called mortar,
while large aggregates and sand result in concrete. However, mixtures are adjusted
depending on the required characteristics for the project construction. Cement additives
that improve the performance of concrete or cementitious materials are known as
admixtures, which can alter the qualities of the mix for a specific application.
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2.2 Portland cement chemistry
One type of cement, hydraulic Portland cement, is mostly used by industry for civil
structures and buildings, and requires water to be mixed with a powder blend or dry particle
mixture of ingredients [Table 1]. While the minerals and components vary depending on
mixtures, Portland cement primarily consists of clinkers such as calcium and silica oxides,
which are the raw matrix in cement binders. These clinkers are the primarily hardening
ingredients for hydraulic Portland cement [33]. Clinker minerals, e.g., limestone and
aluminosilicates found in clay and kiln compound cement, are the essential base or raw
binders in much of Portland cement industrial products and construction materials.
Knowing the specific composition of the cement is important when considering additives,
as the additives will interact chemically with the cement during the curing process. As a
result, additives with strong reactivities may interact poorly with the cement compounds
and can even interfere with the curing process or cause a decrease in cement strength [30,
33, 37].

Table 1. Composition of ordinary Portland cement type I/II by (wt %) [11, 30, 33]
Constituent
CaO
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
MgO
SO3
Trace amounts (other)

Weight Percentage
64.64
21.28
5.60
3.36
2.06
2.14
< 1.0
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A standard that is widely accepted by the cement industry uses four Bogue clinkers
(C3S, C2S, C3A, and C4AF) wt% for cement, per the ASTM C150 standard [30, 33, 37].
The compounds and ratios for OPC are listed in Table 2. Specifically, there are four main
ingredients: tricalcium silicates (C3S) and dicalcium silicates (C2S), tricalcium aluminates
(C3A), a tetra-calcium alumino-ferrites (C4AF) [30, 33], and these four main compounds
form 70%–80% of the primary crystalline structure of OPC. The notations and
abbreviations for these compounds are C 3S (Alite), C2S (Belite), C3A (Tricalcium
aluminate), C4AF (Brownmillerite), and in some mixtures CSH2 (Gypsum) is added [Table
2]. The cement hydration reaction rate takes place when water contacts the cement
compounds, resulting in an exothermic chemical reaction. This complex process is
dependent on water content and relative temperature, with the fine granules of particle
clinker compounds consisting of oxides. Thus, finer cement particles will require more
water during mixing and the final cured compression strength will be higher [30, 33, 37].

Table 2. Bogue clinker wt% [33]
C3S

= (4.0710CaO) - (7.6024SiO2) - (1.4297Fe2O3) - (6.7187Al2O3)

C2S

= (8.6024SiO2) + (1.0785Fe2O3) + (5.0683Al2O3) - (3.0710CaO)

C3A

= (2.6504Al2O3) - (1.6920Fe2O3)

C4AF = (3.0432Fe2O3)

This calculation method is used for approximating the proportions of the four main
calcium silicates, calcium aluminates, and calcium alumino-ferrites found in cement [30,
16

33, 35]. The Bogue calculation is also used for cement component control and estimating
measurements, and bulk oxides are noted with the chemical notation and weight percentage
in Table 3.
Using the Bogue formula, four compounds consisting of finely ground particles, with
chemistry notation of C3S, C2S, C3A, and C4AF can be mixed with H2O to form a paste
that hardens through the hydration stages. The solid solution form in a series of overlapping
reactions leading to the development of slurry cement paste, which thickens in layers
forming tightly-knit CH crystalline grain structures within the packed thickened C-S-H gel
particles, along with surface growth of alumino-ferrites or AFt and AFm phase compounds
[33].

Table 3. Chemical notation of ordinary Portland cement wt% [30, 33, 37]
Constituent Compound
Tricalcium silicate
Dicalcium silicate
Tricalcium aluminate
Tetracalcium alumino-ferrite
Gypsum

Chemical
Notation
C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
CSH2

Weight Percentage
20 – 45
20 – 45
5 – 12
6 – 12
2 – 10

The raw cement constitute compounds are blended to determine phase calcification
by a quaternary simplified C-S-A-F notation diagram system. Hydration of hydraulic
cementitious compound constituents, which consist of CaO, SiO 2, (C2S, C3S), react with
H2O molecules to form calcium silicate hydrate and C-S-H gel in the form of 3CaO – 2SiO 2
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– 3H2O with Ca[OH]2, via chemical exothermic bonds following the noted hydration
formulae (eq. 1 & 2) [30, 33-35, 37]:

2C3S + 6H  C3S2H3 + 3CH

(eq. 1)

2C2S + 4H  C3S2H3 + CH

(eq. 2)

Hydration mechanisms in Portland cement are primarily topochemical and throughsolution reactions. Therefore, solid-state reactions take place directly on the surface of the
non-hydrated cement compounds and do not go into solution, as opposed to non-hydrated
compounds and the constituents of Al+3, Ca+2, and SiO− that the dissolve and form hydrates
in solution [30, 33-34, 37]. Therefore, precipitates eventually form due to their low
solubility in the aqueous solution [12, 33, 37]. When water is added to the fine powder
cement base, the hydration process begins, through rapid cement grains dissolution.
Additionally, growth increases in ionic aqueous concentration in which the formation of
precipitation solids, also known as hydration products of C-S-H, CH, and AF t in cement,
will occur. The chemical reaction is illustrated below in Figure 6. Deposits of columnar
hexagonal crystals conjointly form tubular channels in between the columns that lead to
greater surface areas for water absorption via the expansion of the calcium aluminate and
calcium sulfate, also known as Ettringite. Ettringite is combined with the leftover C 3A in
the reaction, to form mono-sulphates (AFm) hydration products [30, 33, 37].
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Figure 6. Hydraulic cement reaction with H2O of the hydration concept process with
calcium silicate hydrate gel (C-S-H), calcium hydroxide crystals (CH), and aluminoferrites (AFt) compound particles [12]
These structures form amorphous calcium-silicate-hydration (C-S-H) gel, which
results in over 70% of the solid strength in cement, and C-S-H and CH are both two calcium
silicate constitutes that make up a large portion of the cement. However, the C-S-H nanosized particles have limited crystalline forming structures. When mixed readily with water,
they release calcium and hydroxide ions of tricalcium silicate surfaces, raising the pH to
an alkaline solution starting the process of CH crystallization [10, 41]. Remaining as a gel,
the C-S-H forms a compacted dense amorphous structure, which is poorly crystallized in
comparison to CH, and deposits expanding hexagonal crystals. This initial stage of the
hydration reaction in Portland cement is very rapid, usually occurring within 15–20
minutes before entering the secondary dormant phase [10, 30, 33, 41]. During hardening,
Portland cement also undergoes a highly exothermal reaction in which the cement paste
rapidly generates heat for initial hardening, after which it gradually slows and stabilizes.
This process is schematically shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Heat evolution curve of Portland cement [30, 33, 37]

The heat of hydration reaction is dependent on the pozzolanic properties of the
constituents, as heat is released during the initial curing stage and a spike in heat is
generated during the first 15 minutes. The amount of generated heat declines rapidly after
2–4 hours. During the first stage of the hydration reaction process, the C-S-H gel reacts
with the surrounding silicate particles and water to form anhydrous silicates that will reduce
the hydration effect for a dormant period. During this dormant phase, the reaction
dramatically slows as the C-S-H begins to form layers and thickens with corresponding
CH crystallization [13, 14-15, 33]. The amount of available reactive H 2O (water) starts to
decline during this inductive phase of low reactivity.
The dormant period is also known as the ‘plastic’ or induction period for the
cement hydration process as it develops a tricalcium silicate coating, and the rate of
reaction happens according to the rate of water diffusion [33, 37, 43, 44]. In standard
unmodified Portland cement, the induction stage lasts ~2–4 hours and is crucial for the
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initial hardening of the cement following the increased reaction rate that dramatically
increases during the third stage, which is the acceleration period [10, 30, 33, 43].
The third stage consists of ramping growth; thus, the nucleation and of C-S-H and
CH accelerates and the hydration of dicalcium silicates and tricalcium silicates with
precipitating species of calcium hydroxides. This is also the period in which the silica oxide
concentrations begin to decline with a ramp-up in alumino-ferrites that begin to form on
the C-S-H surfaces, and the compression strength begins to increase. Therefore, this third
stage is the early stage of the hardening, which can last approximately 4 – 8 hours followed
by the post-acceleration period, in which there is a decline in the reaction of tricalcium
silicates, along with an increase in strength. The diffusion dependent period is the decline
or deceleration phase of the products generated during the hydration of calcium aluminates
and larger clinker mineral deposits. As reaction time decreases, voids and spaces
surrounding the particles decrease. The solid cement grains then hydrate inwards as the
tricalcium aluminate crystallizes with the water at a rate of approximately 4–6 hours during
the final steady state period [40, 45].
Portland cement hydration is a set of sequences of overlapping reactions that
continuously develop thickening layers of hydrated anhydrous paste material leading to
increased compression strength as the cementitious structure hardens and water diffusion
interacts with the calcium silicates and aluminate grains growth and inter-link together.
Cement hardening and strength benefits in the extensive continuous steady-state period
which can last as short as 12 – 24 hours and as long as years [30, 33, 40, 45]. Compression
strength develops as hydration products continuously grow as reactions of solid producing
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C-S-H and CH. Therefore, longer steady state periods for cement are advantageous for
enhanced compression strengths and decrease permeability with greater density [30, 37,
45].
All of these aspects of cement curing were considered before adding the HVCC
waste product admixtures into cement, as curing would likely be affected. Additionally,
because this graduate work utilized both normal, low pressure cement that was traditionally
cured, as well as high-pressure compacted cement which required less water for curing, the
overall curing processes needed to be well understood before they were modified for each
experimental condition.

2.3 Material microstructure characterization
Thus, to better understand the microstructure of the Portland cement used in this
study before proceeding with the addition of admixtures, aging, or high-pressure
experiments, a structure characterization assessment was done as part of this research on
standard OPC cured at room temperature in unaltered water. This assessment was
conducted before further aging and compression tests were done, to better determine how
the structure might be affected by high-pressure compaction. High-resolution scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken of the mixed OPC cement after curing for
two months, and its structure and chemical composition were assessed.
This is especially important, because even though Portland cement may vary
greatly in terms of granular fineness, chemical compounds, and additives, the
microstructure of hardened Portland cement usually stays consistent throughout its life.
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Additionally, hydration in cement forms C-S-H bulk grains that expand, forcing adjacent
particles to interlock forming solid ionic-covalent bonds. As the C-S-H grows, it forms
irregular calcium silicate sheets with micro-voids that trap water molecules held together
in the layer-sheets by intermolecular van der Waal forces [30, 35, 37, 45].
In the obtained images, large interconnecting crystalline structures is visible,
indicating that columnar crystalline growth occurred, as shown in Figure 8. These
interconnecting structures formed within the open gaps and void spaces between the
hardened structures. The concentration reactions in cement consisting of the constituent
C3S, C2S, and C3A minerals, which are the predominant cement binding clinkers, and these
hydrated products are found in almost all types of Portland cement materials [30, 35]. The
primary C-S-H gel and calcium hydroxide were mixed with small amounts of calcium
aluminum sulfate (C3A+3CaSO4) minerals and monosulfate are combined with various
networks of small micro and nano-sized pores [Figure 9].
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Figure 8. SEM images of fully hydrated (cured) neat Portland cement in unaltered water
at room temperature, columnar crystalline features at 500 nm
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Figure 9. SEM images of neat Portland cement crystalline network with gaps and voids
between the structures at 2 µm
Micro-analysis of the cement revealed complex pores and gaps within the cement
microstructure. These irregularities are not uncommon, as most low-pressure compacted
hardened and cured Portland cement materials will have noticeable channels and cavities
due to uncured or non-hydrated remnants in the C-S-H gel [30, 37, 42, 45]. Conventionally
compacted cement often contains large pores and water entrapped areas within the matrix,
and much of the hydrated material may not fully hydrate, as encased particle powder is not
be exposed to water, leaving voids and irregular channels throughout the cement matrix.
Also, the presence of hollow cavities and massive dry deposits typically includes
C-S-H and CH, which are higher in cement pastes that have been altered with solid
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admixtures of fine or large aggregates, even though these chemical compounds are crucial
for the hydration process with water [30, 37, 43, 45].
In addition to visual SEM images, SEM back-scatter X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
was conducted on the standard OPC samples to determine the specific chemical
composition within the scanned image observed area, and the results are shown in Figures
10 and 11. The results were largely consistent with the primary elements of Portland
cement powder that is found in the literature, with high percentages of calcium, silica, and
numerous trace amounts of metal oxides such as Al 2O3, Fe2O3, and MgO present [Figure
12] [Table 1].
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Figure 10. SEM energy X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) surface scan of Portland cement at
100µm
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Figure 11. X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) surface scan of Portland cement at 100µm with
element concentrations of calcium and silica
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Figure 12. SEM EDX elemental analysis consistent of calcium and silica with trace
metal content consistent with the oxides found in ordinary cement
Thus, cement paste, which is usually mixed with aggregates of different sizes, will
also exhibit increased entrapment of water due to the presence of pores and voids [46].
Aggregates such as silica-based materials and high oxide content that offer pozzolanic
advantages are known to increase inhomogeneity, which can cause mixing difficulties that
can also alter the cement paste density [10, 30, 33, 42, 43]. Even after years of curing, the
entrapped holes within the paste will remain. Therefore, longer aged cement will include
pockets of dry particle masses that have been untouched by water [45].
To improve the properties of OPC, such as hardness, compression strength, and
density within the solid matrix, new types of preparatory work are needed. Cement
mixtures require the specific compounds of mainly calcium and silica oxides with the
crucial additive of water. However, additional solid particles and liquid compounds can be
added to cement to tailor its properties for specific applications. These additives, which
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will be discussed in the next section, can alter the cement matrix, and improve its
mechanical performance.

2.4 Cement admixtures and additives
According to a study by Nelson, E.B., et al., there are over 100 different mixture
additives for Portland cement-based products, varying in size, physical state, and quantity
[30]. Additive components will determine how the cement pH and the way the components
are added to the cement mixture (liquid or solid powder), and several studies have explored
the potential for reducing cement production costs using lower cost filler additives [33].
These additives can be classified into seven general categories, according to changes in the
consistency and properties of cement, as shown in Table 4. The additive type will affect
parameters such as curing time, density, and overall workability. However, changes such
as mixture ratios of additives, pressure, temperature of mixing, water to mixture ratio, and
mixing time will greatly affect the quality and performance of the cement [31, 33-35, 37].
Whether added in solid or liquid form, additives are designed to enhance the performance
of Portland cement. Usually, the end-product will be a concrete (aggregate and sand with
cement) material supporting construction. Likewise, several types of additives are typically
selected and administered with the cement for a certain quality feature such as strength
retention and chemical, corrosion resistance [10, 28, 30, 33, 45].
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Table 4. Summary of general additive types in ordinary Portland cement mixtures
Type

Curing Time

Density

Workability

Accelerator

Reduced

Varied

Reduced

Extender

Varied

Reduced

Reduced

Dispersant

Increased

Varied

Increased

Fluid Control

Increased

Increased

Increased

Mass Gain

Varied

Increased

Reduced

Retarder

Increased

Reduced

Increased

Special

Varied

Varied

Varied

Note: Additive category marked Increased, Reduced, or Varied to denote change.

Currently, research has focused on multiple types of additives, specifically
pozzolan additives consisting of special clays, fly ashes, and silicate-based compounds [30,
33, 42, 45]. When these additives are combined with Portland cement in finely ground
particles, they react chemically with the calcium hydroxide and offer a ‘stable’ beneficial
complement to the cement matrix [30, 33, 37, 42, 45]. The addition of pozzolanic materials
found in glass or silicate and contributes to the hardening, strength qualities in cementitious
C-S-H gel material. Also, in combination with mass agent changes (density modification
of cement), they can offer an increase in strength and resistance to the deleterious effects
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of salt compounds found in corrosive moist environments [30, 33, 42, 45, 47]. Such
beneficial additive materials can be found in waste products such as glass and composite
matrix materials. It has been shown in previous research that the use of recycled composites
can reduce the degradation of cementitious materials in corrosive environments; therefore,
additives processed from recycled composite waste may mitigate damage susceptibility in
cement [8-11, 31].
2.5 Environmental degradation of cement materials
Studies conducted on civil engineering structures have shown that corrosive
environments such as coastal areas and moisture (wetlands and seawater) have detrimental
effects, severely degrading concrete and Portland cementitious materials and sometimes
resulting in catastrophic mechanical failures of sensitive supporting structures. Saltwater
is a corrosive substance, and cement structures that are submersed in oceanwater and
directly exposed to moisture experience continuous damaging chemical reactions within
the cement matrix and reinforcements such as steel rebar, inclusions, and metal supporting
structures [13-15]. Furthermore, chlorine and sulfides found in seawater and marine
environments can damage the cement matrix permanently through the combined corrosive
effects of Cl− ions and positive Mg2+ ions [13, 14-15, 48, 49]. Contributing factors such as
moisture ingress through the pores and voids in the cement matrix may result in failures
and shortened lifespans of buildings and supporting marine constructions [13, 14–15, 48,
49].
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Existing studies have shown that the corrosivity of high moisture, salts, and sulfides
specifically NaCl, MgCl2, and MgSO4 weakens the structure of cement [48]. This
phenomenon was found by submerging neat Portland cement 30-day saltwater at 80˚C, and
concentrations of charged ions were shown to infiltrate the cement porous media and
degrade the existing supporting calcium oxide matrix (C 3A), forming replacement
precipitates that were weaker than the ettringite hardened cement paste material [48–50].
The degradation process was prolonged by continuous exposure in saltwater
saturated conditions. Further ingress of charged ion diffusion into the cement occurs due
to the high concentrations of the water transport system, which can help move ions further
into the cement matrix [15, 49]. This mechanism is exacerbated by embedded Fe-alloy
structural supports (rebar), which act as electrical potentials for the three main causes of
corrosion in any system in which there exists a transport and anode and cathode regions
[34–37, 51–56]. However, hydrated neat cement paste alone is not susceptible to direct
chloride attacks. A transport system of aqueous salt solution needs to diffuse through the
cement matrix to allow for faster ingresses of chloride, which then chemically reacts with
the C-S-H, forming magnesium silicate hydroxide M-S-H [48]. The damaging effects of
sulfides in seawater have also shown to be permanently disastrous to Portland cement [13,
30, 33].
Currently, research has indicated that delaying or interrupting the transport of
water, by reducing or mitigating the degradation effects of NaCl, MgCl 2 aqueous corrosion,
and water ingress. The resulting mechanical failures can be directly attributed to the
weakening of the hydrated C-S-H microstructure due to the chemical degradation effects
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of chloride [13, 30, 33, 50, 57]. Thus, it is possible that admixtures containing glass, carbon,
and polymer fibers may play a role in delaying or interrupting the transport of salt-water
ingress in porous cementitious materials by acting as physical barriers.

2.6 Preliminary observations & remarks on admixtures for cement
Concrete and cement-based structures in marine environments tolerate aggressive
exposure to seawater. Corrosion advanced by the environments can age the material, which
will accelerate the deterioration of many concrete structures; thus, the deterioration can be
attributed to the design parameters and the existence of large concrete structures, which
can have a negative effect on porosities and low-density cement matrices [33, 36-37, 58].
While marine cement structures are exposed directly to moisture and submerged in
saltwater environments year-round, accelerated aging and corrosion will occur. In some
cases, within several years or less in service, signs of extreme deterioration ranging from
surface pitting, large cracks, spalling, and structural compromises due to the transport of
water ingress into cementitious concrete structures will be present [13, 14-15, 58].
Currently, the literature indicates that high concentrations of contaminants such as
salts, sulfides, and water can diffuse through highly porous cement-based materials in
marine environments, and they have a damaging effect on the structural integrity of C-SH cement [13, 42, 45]. While extensive mechanical stressors such as fatigue and frictional
wear will not be discussed in detail, the diffusion of harmful chemical contaminants such
as chloride, and its effect on low porosity density of the cement matrix will be discussed
as they are good indicators of cement life expectancy.
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Considering the aforementioned studies and research, this graduate research
investigated the ways that admixtures can delay or interrupt the transport of seawater in
OPC materials, and accelerated aging of cement samples was accomplished by submersion
in 80˚C saltwater for an extended period of time. The use of mixed carbon, glass, and resin
materials from HVCC composite waste, which is described in the next chapter, was chosen
as the down-cycled admixtures to be added to the cement. Their primary role, therefore,
would be to limit the transport of water and corrosive compounds by integrating with the
clinkers, thus reducing porosity.
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Chapter Three: High-Voltage Conductor Core Composite Materials
Various studies have investigated the use of fiber in cement materials; however, very
little research has been done on the combination of carbon/glass fibers embedded in
thermoplastic epoxy resin [11, 33, 39]. Therefore, this chapter describes in detail the HVCC
material that will comprise the admixture in subsequent experiments, and gives the
properties of each of these three main components.
The aluminum conductor core composite (ACCC), produced by CTC Global, is a
carbon fiber and glass fiber core with an epoxy matrix resin. The high-modulus
unidirectional core consists of T700S polyacrylonitrile (PAN) carbon fiber wrapped in
glass fiber, and the hybrid composite rod is reported to be twice the strength of steel cores
and ¾ lighter [7, 59].
Although the composite material has a high strength to weight ratio with improved
performance, the composite material is designed specifically for electrical transmission
lines. While under high-heat and electrical loads, the HVCC is a flexible and durable
alternative to steel cores, though the metal counterparts are fully recyclable. However,
because this hybrid material consists of three different components, epoxy resin, carbon
fiber, and glass fiber, the overall material is challenging to recycle.
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3.1 Epoxy thermoset resin properties
The epoxy resin matrix used in the HVCC rod came from Lindau Chemical Inc.,
and its chemical structure is shown in Figure 13. The resin is a cycloaliphatic carboxylate
(ECC)

with

a

chemical

composition

of

3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl-3 ’,4’-

epoxycyclohexane-carboxylate, commonly known as Lindoxy-90 [Table 5]. This epoxy
resin is a cross-linked insoluble thermoset that is widely used in industrial applications,
especially in high heat electrical applications, and has strong chemical resistance [7, 59].

Figure 13. A simplified epoxy cycloaliphatic carboxylate resin type B structure
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Table 5. ECC, Lindoxy-90 typical properties
Specific Gravity
1.17 g/cm3 (air =1, H2O =1 @ 25˚C)
Viscosity, 25˚C
350 - 450 cps
Flash Point Temp
~ 202˚C
Auto-ignition Temp
375˚C
Decomposition Temp
288˚C
Lindau Chemical Inc. safety data sheet, LC-058-LINDOXY 190, 13-January-2015 [7]

This particular epoxy resin is commonly used in electrical structures because of its
strength and stiffness. Specifically, it is used in commercial industry components for
electrical components because of its advantages in mechanically and chemically
challenging environments [7, 59]. Cycloaliphatic resins are versatile in providing effective
high strength, low shrinkage, electrical insulation, chemical resistance and are cheap to
produce [7, 59]. Thermoset epoxy resins, however, are difficult to recycle because the
methods to recover the raw material are chemically volatile in nature [59]. The processing
epoxy material usually consists of decomposition to liquefied form for thermal incineration
or burn-off as a waste byproduct [7]. Thus, hardened thermoset plastics are not typically
recycled directly into other materials.
However, some research has indicated that mechanical processing of the
thermoplastic resin into ground fine powder as opposed to larger sized aggregates will
provide more stability and easier distribution into new solid powder media mixtures [11,
30, 37, 42]. By combining carbon and glass fiber particles, one may achieve feasible
recycling, as the carbon and glass fibers are recollected during the chemical or thermal
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recycling methods. However, very little research has been conducted on recycling ground
carbon and glass fibers embedded in resin, which is the focus of this graduate work.
3.2 Polyacrylic-nitrile (PAN) carbon fiber properties
The carbon fiber used in the HVCC is a high stiffness, chemical resistant, high
temperature tolerance material, high-strength unidirectional Toray T700S fibers with a
tensile modulus of ~230GPa [7, 11–15, 26, 60]. The manufactured fiber is ~7 µm in
diameter for a single fiber, and the T700S carbon fiber is highly resistant to high heat with
significantly higher strength when compared to other types of commercial carbon fibers on
the market. Specifically, carbon fiber has higher density, durability, and tensile strengths
than other carbon fibers [Table 6].
Table 6. TORAYCA T700S carbon fiber properties
Type
Property
CTE (coefficient thermal expansion)
-0.38 α x 10 -6 /˚C
Specific Heat
0.752 J/g ·C
Thermal Conductivity
0.096 J/cm·s·˚C
Chemical Composition of Carbon
>93%
Tensile Strength
~5000 MPa
Tensile Modulus
230 GPa
Density
1.80 g/cm3
Fiber Diameter
~7 µm
TORAYCA T700S materials datasheet, Rev. 4 April 2018 [7]
Creating carbon fiber involves raw polyacrylonitrile (PAN), which is a byproduct
of the petroleum industry [4, 6, 11, 13, 17, 19]. The PAN is drawn through a high-heat
thermal manufacturing process to carbonize the fibers, which are then treated, rolled into
tows, and woven for commercial use. Large quantities of carbon fiber filament are
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manufactured in tow roles or woven into flexible or rigid sheets for various molded
products [Figure 14].

Figure 14. Typical bundle strands of T700S carbon fiber (left) and woven sheets
products sold by commercial retailers [Alibaba.com]
By design, carbon fiber has specific mechanical unidirectional load-bearing
strengths when it is in a resin epoxy matrix and within bundled fibers and weaves [4, 19].
Although the literature on the development of fiber composites discusses the relevancy of
strength and longevity in extreme environments, it is not specific to repurposing or
recycling as an additive for new productions.
However, new research on high-strength carbon fiber recycled materials discusses
the effects of reclaiming fiber filaments from the composite matrix for reuse in similar
products to their origin [4, 6, 11, 19]. Other studies have proposed reusing carbon fiber
filaments in cement and concrete as an additive for structure enhancement [11, 33, 35, 39].
However, no known research has been extensively conducted on including cured solid
thermoplastic resin with carbon and glass fiber particle filaments. Additionally, due to its
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expensive production cost and resilience (non-biodegradable) properties post commercial
use, the development of recycling methods for extracting or reclaiming carbon fiber
filaments from expired service life composites has grown as the need for repurposing
carbon fiber and glass fiber material increases [11, 19–21]. Numerous research studies have
thus been done to incorporate large chunks or various carbon fiber pieces, similar to
aggregate being included into cement paste with a high correlation for fiber composite size
relative to the solid admixture [11, 19–21 39].

3.3 Electrical chemical resistant (ECR) glass fiber properties
There are presently a wide variety of glass fiber material composites used in the
commercial industry, ranging from extensive heat and corrosion resistant properties,
including high electrical tolerance. Specifics on the manufacturing can be complex;
however, the glass fiber is typically produced from a liquified, molten mixture of oxides
and specific additives. The molten material is then drawn into a furnace apparatus for
refining and grinding [22]. Compositions of glass mainly consist of silica, and bulk
mechanical properties such as tensile strength, stiffness, and thermal expansion are
dependent on the manufacturing and chemical composition [16, 22, 61, 62]. The fibers are
formed by extruding molten glass through micro-sized holes to create individual fiber
strands, forming fiber filaments with diameters ranging between 3 µm to 20 µm [9, 53, 61].
Glass fiber types include general purpose as well as special categories that can resist
extreme heat and chemical tolerance, with certain standard ASTM chemical specifications
[Table 7] such as electrical chemical resistance (ECR) glass fiber.
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Table 7. Chemical composition of commercial ECR-glass fiber (wt%)
Constituent
Weight Percentage
SiO2
58.2
B2O3
0
Al2O3
11.6
CaO
21.7
MgO
2.0
ZnO
2.9
Zr2O3
0
Na2O
1.0
K2O
0.2
Li2O
0
Fe2O3
0.1
F2
0
ASM Handbook, Constituent Materials, Vol. 21: Composites, 2001 [36]
ECR-glass fiber is widely used in commercial industries, largely used in electrical
power distribution because of the fiber’s specialized properties which foster high-heat,
acid, and alkali resistance [7, 22]. The SiO2-Al2O3-CaO-MgO chemical composition
combination has enhanced phase tolerances and stability; however, this enhancement
comes with a slight increase in production cost in comparison to general purpose glass fiber
[22]. Like carbon fiber, glass fiber can be produced and distributed in bundled tow rolls or
woven into flexible fabrics for moldings and form. Also, chopped-strand base material is
popular for multipurpose reinforcement used in resin matrix imbedding, injection molding,
and extruding [7, 22, 52]. However, current research has shown the benefit of introducing
glass fiber and recycled end-of-service life glass fiber materials into cement and concrete
base materials [5, 9, 31, 48, 53, 63]. Likewise, the trend continues for industry to develop
more advanced mixed or hybrid FPMC consumer electronic waste materials, and
commercial industry for insulators and electricity distribution.
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3.4 Recycling: end-of-service-life and the environment
HVCC material and other specialized, high performance composites are
advantageous to use in commercial electrical distribution industries. This hybrid composite
rod is specifically designed to resist high temperatures and offer stable life while in service.
While ACCC specific transmission lines can last several decades in service, the HVCC
rods themselves will need to be discarded [7, 10]. Generally, the power distribution
industry will dispose of the hybrid and large volumes of fiber polymer matrix composites
into burials or landfills, which will never fully decompose [1–10].
The carbon/glass fiber and epoxy resin material manufacturing combination in the
conductor core rod can be challenging for the recycling industry. Although recycling
methods have been designed to remove resins and matrix epoxy material from embedded
fibers, the cost can be considerably high [1–10, 23, 26, 27]. Also, the dependability of
extracted fiber is usually compromised, meaning recycled fiber material reliability can
decrease [1–10, 60, 64]. Thus, because known research has been conducted on recycling
complex hybrid carbon, glass fiber, and epoxy resin into cementitious materials, this
graduate work focused on the recycling of all these materials, to improve the performance
of cement, and assess the strength, durability, and reliability of the HVCC waste when it
was introduced as a particle admixture[1–10]. However, because cured particle epoxy resin
may alter the properties of the new materials unexpectedly, depending on how the HVCC
waste is processed, an assessment of the various types of FPMC recycling methods was
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first conducted. The advantages and disadvantages for each recycling method were also
considered, and these are listed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter Four: Methods for Recycling Polymer Composite Materials
While the materials in the HVCC rods are by themselves durable with excellent
mechanical strength, the recycling process can reduce these properties. Thus, it is important
to find the best processing and recycling methodology for the HVCC waste material, before
it is reintegrated into a new material, such as cement. There are many types of methods for
reclaiming fiber from carbon and glass reinforced polymer composites, each with their own
advantages and disadvantages, and choosing one is difficult due to the many issues with
recycling composites. Thus, to best way to assess how the HVCC recycled material may
be used as admixtures in concrete, several recycling techniques were considered. The
various methodologies summarized in this chapter pertain to fiber composite recycling and
the relevancy to processing post fiber polymer composite matrix waste for after end of
service life, and a final, best use recycling method was chosen and is described at the
conclusion of this chapter.
Of note, various recycling methodologies for fiber composites are accepted;
however, their subsequent lacking performance is a major manufacturing obstacle [1, 29,
16]. This is because redistribution of fibers into a new matrix significantly alters the fibers
during batch recycling [1–6, 16, 19, 64]. Furthermore, much recycled fibers cannot be
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reused similarly or in sensitive high strength new applications, limiting their usability [1,
2–8, 16, 19, 39, 64]. However, while research studies have investigated glass and carbon
recycled composite materials as replacements in newly manufactured, the incorporation of
such composite filler material is ~10 wt% or less because of the low bonding strength of
recycled composite material to the new resin matrix [17, 19, 29, 30].

4.1 Introduction: FPMC recycling
Recycling techniques for fiber polymer composites are categorized into three
genialized areas of physical, thermal, or chemical separation recovery methods [Figure
15]. Fiber composites that consist of a reinforced thermoplastic or thermoset matrix resin
will have impacted recycling processes. Industrial mechanical recycling processes, such as
grinding or milling into smaller micronized particles, are popular and proven methods for
material down-cycling [1–5, 9, 27, 29, 65]. Other known approaches, such as thermal
processes, predominantly incineration, pyrolysis, and fluidized bed techniques, focus on
confined high-heat and temperature for specific periods of time. Large quantities of fiber,
mainly carbon fiber, can be reclaimed by burning off the polymer resin matrix, and a
variety of different industry applications has contributed to the rising increase of research
and adaptive technologies to harvest fibrous materials for reuse [1–6, 11, 17, 39, 46, 51,
64]. While bulk polymer fiber composites have specialized mechanical corrosive
resistance, temperature tolerances, electrical resistivity, strengths, and stiffnesses, their
range of filament size and lengths (nano to hundreds of kilometers), can add to the
complexity of recycling the fibers [17, 46].
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Figure 15. General methodology types for recycling polymeric fiber composites

Thus, many polymer fiber composite materials are difficult to recycle because of
their structure type, commercial application, and material property. However, several
processes are used to separate the fiber from the matrix, including mechanical recycling,
which is the grinding, crushing, or shredding of the fiber polymeric composite. This direct
method focuses on high or low speed cutting or milling larger sized materials into
disjointed pieces [1, 6, 29].
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4.2 Mechanical FPMC recycling
Physical crushing, grinding, milling, and pulverizing are common recycling
techniques to separate and sort polymer composites. Generally, different sized fiber and
resin matrix powders are created for the purpose of reintroduction as an additive filler or
reinforcement for new components and products. The milled composite material is
available for commercial use because it is a low-cost alternative [3, 6, 9, 23]. Nevertheless,
using fiber polymer recyclate as a filler material is limited because of the deleterious effects
on mechanical properties and increased manufacturing implementation and excessive
machine or tool wear during the recovery method [9, 23]. Economical processing may be
accomplished by direct friction grinding or ball-milling can reduce larger composite pieces
into smaller particles or flakes [Figure 16]. This was conducted on the HVCC rods, as
shown in Figure 17, producing smaller sections of HVCC rod and crushed pieces, exposing
the carbon fiber inside.
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Figure 16. Machine grinding of material (top) and ball milling of composite for
collecting flakes and powder material for recycling (bottom)
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Figure 17. Typical HVCC end-of-service life rods cut to a manageable size (left) and
smaller sliced/crushed rods (right)
Large fiber-matrix composites are usually ground, using mechanical milling to
grind the composites into fine powder material, as the equipment and setup are relatively
simple and cheap [1, 9, 27]. In fact, industry mechanical recycling prefers mechanical
recycling treatments via crushing and milling because it is a relatively simple, low-tech
approach that can in many types of set-ups be energy intensive in producing inferior
mechanical properties of fibers [1, 26, 66]. Thus, hybrid carbon/glass fiber epoxy
composites can be broken down into various (discontinuous) lengths and sizes, as shown
in Figure 18. Because of its simplicity and low cost, this method was considered as the
primary recycling option for this work.
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Figure 18. Manually ground hybrid carbon/glass epoxy, HVCC rod material 15x
magnification (right)
An interesting by-product of the mechanical milling process is the formation of fine
powder, which was created during the manual grinding process of the HVCC rod material.
While basic powder production by mechanical means typically uses vibratory, ball impact
and blade impactive techniques to create particle powders, in this graduate work the
powder was collected during the cutting process. As a result, different compounds in the
polymeric fiber composite powder material are mixed, and no additional processing is
required. Thus, there is a reduction in volume and size, making it a sustainable alternative
to processing scrap composite materials. In fact, ground or milled reinforced polymer
composites have previously been found to enhance the performance of new structural
materials, due to their small size [1-10, 29]. Therefore, this method was considered a
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feasible method for integrating the HVCC recycled product into the cement materials as an
admixture.
4.3 Chemical FPMC recycling
Another recycling process that was initially considered as part of this graduate work
was chemical recycling of the HVCC rods, to separate the fibers form the resin. Solvolysis
is a chemical treatment technique that uses solvents to remove the polymer resin matrix,
which is shown in Figure 19. This recycling technique is popular and widely used for
thermoset composites. A solvent catalyst is advantageous in stripping epoxy hardened resin
matrices from fiber materials, as it has a range of high temperatures and high pressures
over a period of time [1–5, 6, 8, 29, 60, 64]. Although complex, the process is thorough in
cleaning fibrous and filler materials by using dissolution solvolysis solvent hydrolysis,
glycolysis, and acidic high-pressure reactants in supercritical conditions to remove resin
materials quickly and efficiently.

Figure 19. General solvolysis chemical schematic process
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Decomposition of resin matrix into a liquid monomeric form is accomplished by
using water and alcohol transport means in a supercritical fluid state with the reactive
dissolving agent to degrade the resin attachment from the fiber surfaces. The type of
solvent, temperature, pressure, and exposure time affects the potential raw recyclate purity
and effective usability in new structures [28, 66, 67]. Thus, the reclaimed fibers have a
greater chance of retaining their original mechanical properties. There have been extensive
investigations into high temperature pressure hydrolyzed (H 2O), or CO2 and alcoholysis
(glycerol, methanol, ethanol, propanol, and acetone) supercritical fluid recovery methods
to recycle carbon FPMC with an efficiency of >90% removal of the matrix resin.
Additionally, with better carbon fiber mechanical property retention between 80 – 99% [
60, 61]. Hence, chemical solvolysis recycling of scrap waste FPMC materials is a wellaccepted and widely used recycling process [61, 66, 67]. Unfortunately, due to the
differences in solvent reactions to various fiber materials such as glass and carbon, hybrid
composite materials require additional specialized chemical processing, which is costly
[Figure 20].

Figure 20. Supercritical fluid solvent interaction with polymer fiber composite
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Even though beneficial results from chemical processing fiber composites are
possible, the solvent properties and effective resin removal rate greatly depends on the
variable environmental conditions specific to the vessel temperature and pressure.
Therefore, the thermoset plastic resin requires more demanding environmental vessel
conditions, which can adversely affect the fiber surfaces. As a result, damage to the fibers
is possible during chemical processing, which may cause a degradation in mechanical
properties [28, 67]. Additional adverse effects are the considerably more complex setup
and upfront cost associated with chemical processing waste FPMC materials.
Furthermore, not all FPMC can be batch recycled together using the same solvent
and environmental vessel settings, because the reactant solvent, when combined with
excessive heat over time, will rapidly degrade different fiber materials [1, 60, 64]. Thus,
carbon and glass fiber epoxy resins can be a challenge because of the different fiber
properties. However, due to all the above-mentioned downsides, this recycling method was
not considered for as a viable method for this work.

4.4 Thermal FPMC recycling
Thermal, or combustion, technology for recycling composite wastes is relatively
common and a well-known method for extracting usable fiber material from thermoset
resins. Processing methods employed by industries can successfully separate thermoset
resin material from the inclusion fibers. Direct burning, combustion, or incineration of
FPMC materials is easy to setup and deploy; however, the recovery method is well-known
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for generating toxic gases and producing high levels of carbon dioxide (CO 2) and other
greenhouse emissions. [1-6, 29] Thermal recycling is also very inefficient compared to
other recycling methods because the epoxy thermoset resins are incinerated, or ‘burnedoff,’ while the remaining solid fiber material is collected for down-cycling [29, 65]. Highly
toxic gases and residue, as well as ash solid leftover from the epoxy resins, are considered
environmental safety hazards by several world environmental agencies [1-10, 64, 67].
However, popular methods involving incineration and fluidized beds have shown to
recover > 90% of the fiber material, from either glass or carbon fiber filaments [1, 5, 67].
Existing research has concluded that temperatures greater than 450˚C will result in > 50%
reduction in mechanical properties with much of the glass fiber in a discontinuous bulklike state [60, 64, 67]. By contrast, tensile high-strength carbon fibers, which have a higher
temperature threshold, are more readily reclaimed under harsh recovery methods. The
limited use of thermal recycling methods is noted by the inefficiency in reclaiming fiber
material, environmental concerns, and more notability the degree of degradation of fiber
material during the extreme heat exposure [1, 60, 64, 66, 67]. A direct thermal incineration
recovery method will also be discussed.
Research on thermal recycling processing has determined that the substantial
reduction in mechanical performance in recovered fiber filaments was attributed to
the thermo-oxidation of the reclaimed material and significant microstructural damage of
the filament surfaces [1-7, 29]. Additionally, although recovered carbon fibers are more
resilient, the tensile strength can decrease by as much as 20% when temperatures exceed
550°C [60, 64, 66].
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4.4.1 Thermal incineration methods of HVCC waste
To assess the feasibility of thermally extracted carbon fiber from the HVCC, a
simple thermal experimental analysis was conducted as part of this graduate work, before
considering thermal recycling for subsequent admixture experiments. Current research
studies on high-heat thermal recycling for various commercial glass fiber composites have
shown deleterious effects on the mechanical properties, thus this method is not without
disadvantages [66]. Excessive heat by combustion and incineration in open-air conditions
destroys the glass fiber, which entirely removes the epoxy resin, as epoxy resins have a
very low tolerance to thermal heat in comparison to glass and carbon fiber [Table 8].
Extracting the carbon fiber from the HVCC waste provides some advantages, such as the
resulting product being a single material type, in this case carbon fiber, and carbon fiber
matrix composites are more suitable for combustion/thermal recycling because of carbon
fiber filament resilience and durability under direct, prolonged periods of extreme heat.
Thus, carbon fiber has a high recovery rate from combustion/thermal recycling.
Table 8. HVCC composite material thermal specifications [7, 22]
Type

Vaporizing °C

Decomposition °C

Epoxy resin
Glass fiber
Carbon fiber

N/A
1200
~3600

300 – 450
>1700
>4200

First, the HVCC waste material was crushed using a vice to expose the carbon
fibers. This helped to break up the waste material, reducing the amount of heating time that
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was required [Figure 21a]. Using a high heat butane and methylacetylene-propadiene
propane (MAPP) torch, the HVCC waste was exposed to the high heat for two minutes, or
until no glass fiber or epoxy was present [Figure 21b]. Thus, the glass and epoxy material
in the HVCC waste was degraded until only the carbon fiber remained. While this method
resulted in extreme degradation of the ECR glass fiber and epoxy, virtually evaporating it,
it also scorched and charred the carbon fibers [Figure 22].

a)

b)

Figure 21. A sliced/crushed portion of HVCC rod (a), thermally treated, resin removed
from composite rod (b)
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Figure 22. Carbon fibers reclaimed by direct incineration from HVCC rod

4.4.2 Assessment of thermally reclaimed carbon fiber filament materials
The thermal recycling treatment of the HVCC waste material was also assessed
using microscopically. SEM microanalyses of the thermally recovered carbon fibers and
virgin fibers showed carbon surface structures containing charred remnants of glass and
epoxy material [Figure 23], due to the decomposition of the Lindoxy-90 epoxy resin and
ECR glass fibers. However, the SEM images also showed that the high heat can scorch
the surface of the carbon fibers, resulting in pitting and weakening of the fiber surfaces,
which can ultimately degrade filament strength properties. As a result, this thermal has
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limitations, and can only be used where the fibers do not need to retain their original
strength.

Figure 23. SEM images of thermally reclaimed carbon fiber. (a, b) incomplete
combustion of epoxy resin and glass fiber residual remnants were observed. (c, d) as
received virgin carbon fibers
While the thermal recycling method was successful in recovering the carbon fiber by
means of thermal combustion, this method had some downsides. These include high levels
of toxic gas emissions and CO2 released during direct high-heat flame treatment. While
incineration recycling methods are advantageous because of their simplicity, in which the
set up and initial cost are low, the long-term large-scale development of thermal recovery
methods can be very costly due to environmental safety concerns and large amounts of
toxic chemical gas emissions. Finally, recovered fiber filaments from direct thermal
methods have been shown to have much lower mechanical properties in comparison to
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virgin fibers, and this was observed in this research which showed pitting on the fiber
surfaces, indicating weaking of the structure [29, 66]. Therefore, this recycling method was
not considered feasible, even though the fibers are more appropriate for down-graded
secondary production materials [1-5, 60, 64, 65].

4.5 Conclusions
After considering all the available recycling methods, the most feasible method was
determined to be a mechanical recycling, due to its easily accessible setup procedure and
its ability to create recycled product of various sizes, from small ‘chunks’ to fine powder.
While the fibers and resin were not individually extract, the material was nevertheless
reduced to a manageable size, at a low cost, making it a viable recycling method. The exact
methods used for recycling the HVCC rods are described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter Five: Mechanical Preparation Methods of HVCC Admixture Materials
After reviewing all of the previously assessed recycling methods, a mechanical
processing method was selected as the primary recycling method for processing of the
HVCC waste material. This section will discuss the chosen recycling method, and
preparation of the HVCC material for use as an admixture additive in in Portland cement.
Because the hybrid conductor rods required additional processing, special attention was
made to control the size and weight of the admixture to improve mechanical properties of
the cement after saltwater aging. Typically, smaller sized powder is considered beneficial
because of the ease of mixability and dispersion within the cement. Depending on the type
of cement mixture, recycled or new fiber additives in cement can be liquid or powderbased, offering advantages during curing of the cement binder matrix.

5.1 Processing setup and methods
HVCC admixture waste was utilized in this study, to determine its potential as a
recycled waste product. However, for comparison, new, individual constituent materials
were also used to observe how they behave in the cement mixture. This was done to provide
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a comparison, to see if the HVCC admixture waste had any advantages or disadvantages
over virgin, unmixed glass, and carbon fiber materials.
The virgin carbon and glass fibers were purchased for the purposes of this study from
a commercial composite materials retailers, while the waste admixtures were manufactured
from the HVCC rods, which was obtained from the manufacturer. The virgin carbon fiber
material (T700S) consisted of a polyacrylonitrile-based (PAN) procured from Toray
Composite Materials America, Inc., while the chopped virgin glass fibers were from Owen
Corning. Different cement admixtures were produced from cut conductor core rods, virgin
carbon/glass fibers, and particle fiber powders to create various admixtures with varying
shapes, sizes, and consistencies. The HV polymer core composite material used in this
study is comprised of a unidirectional hybrid carbon fiber wrapped with a surrounding
glass fiber shell, coated with a Lindoxy-190 epoxy based thermoset resin created by Lindau
Chemical, Inc. This epoxy is designed to resist high thermal environments (temperatures
of >225C) consistent in the high-voltage industry. The phonic epoxy resin has a
cycloaliphatic B-type structure with a composition of 3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl-30, 40epoxycyclohexane-carboxylate with a specified LS-252 methyl-5- norbornene-2, 3dicarboxylic anhydride hardener [59].
Preprocessing of the HVCC waste from the 10 mm diameter conductor rods to create
an admixture was accomplished using a high-speed electric table wet saw to first slice the
conductor core rods into small 10 mm segments [Figure 24 a]. Because sawing large
quantities of carbon fiber can become a health concern, a wet saw was used to reduce air
particles and dust. A 127 mm diameter and 1 mm thick continuous rim diamond blade was
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chosen because of its durability and specification design to cut through ceramics, metals,
and stone materials. Water was added to the collection hopper of the sawing system,
allowing for a continuous water stream around the high-speed diamond saw blade during
cutting. This technique provided more consistency in slicing the composite rods, and for
safe collection of the fiber and epoxy resin particle powder waste, which had a liquid paste
consistency of a dark sludge [Figure 24 b]. The conductor core rods segments were
collected in a separate container in preparation for manual bench-vise crushing.

a)

b)

Figure 24. Micronized fiber composite particles collected after wet-diamond saw (a) and
HVCC rod segments slices (b)
The conductor core rods required modifications before they could be added to the
Portland cement, therefore the HVCC material was pre-processed to increase homogeneity
and dispersion within the cement matrix, allowing for easier mixing of the recyclate into a
cement paste [34, 58, 68, 69]. Thus, after being cut into small segments, the conductor core
rods segments were hand-crushed using a bench vise to further break down the material
[Figure 25]. The hybrid composite material was flattened to increase the surface area of
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interaction with the cement binder material and to reduce voids and gaps during sample
fabrication. This process also allowed for a larger volume of recyclate to be added to the
cement admixture during fabrication of the cement samples.

Figure 25. HVCC sliced segments hand crushed using a bench vise grip
In cement, particle size distribution of admixtures is important for maintaining
binder consistency during fabrication. Typically, large aggregate based materials added to
cement are usually high-strength rock, which has very high compression strength and low
pozzolanic properties [30, 33, 34, 68, 70]. In traditional concrete mixtures, rock aggregate
contributes to the compression strength of the cement (concrete) mixture and can consume
>70% of the concrete volume [33, 58, 69, 70]. General size and morphology of the
recyclate were thus considered during the processing (cutting) of the conductor rods. The
conductor core rod design was a determining factor for pre-processing because of its hybrid
design and construction. The modified crushed HVCC rods, virgin carbon and glass fibers,
and particle fiber powder were chosen because their relative ease to process and, thus,
could be used as admixture recyclates for the Portland cement binder.
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Manually crushing the split conductor core rods also permitted more composite
material to be added to the cement during the mixing processing. Virgin carbon and glass
fibers were mixed with an equal 1:1 (50% – 50%) ratio. The remaining wet sawed particle
fibers and epoxy were dried under a heat lamp for 5 days until all remaining moisture was
removed. Chip-fiber filaments and particle powder were obtained by slicing, crushing, and
grinding down the waste FPMC material into consistent sizes for easier workability and
dispersion into the OPC.
After the particle fiber powder recyclate dried, the powder material was washed
under distilled water and dried again for an additional five days. Observations of the
particle fiber powder recyclate under an optical microscope show scattered discontinuous
fiber filaments at 200x magnification [Figure 26]. Larger diameter cylindrical glass fibers
and darker thinner cylindrical carbon fibers were accompanied by clumped epoxy resin
particles. Additional sifting or filtering was not conducted in order to retain all the collected
particle recyclate material and mix it into the cement.
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Figure 26. Reclaimed wet-sawed conductor rods: carbon/glass fiber and resin after heatlamp drying (200 x magnification) with variability of discontinuous fiber and epoxy resin
particles
Higher optical magnification at 500x revealed the particle distribution of both
carbon and glass cylindrical filaments, as well as more rounded ellipsoidal or jagged
(angular) particles [Figure 27]. The initial optical microscopy image also indicated that the
carbon fiber filaments were thinner than the glass fiber filaments, which was expected
because the carbon fiber filament was ~7 µm in diameter, while the glass fibers were ~20
µm in diameter. Consequently, various sizes (length) and morphologies of the particles
were obtained, washed, and dried before being mixed into the dry cement. Thus, although
a particle distribution analysis was not conducted, particle sizes could be estimated by
scaling, and were determined to be less than or equal to 1000 µm length, which was
attributed to the thickness of the diamond saw blade’s thickness. The small, particle fiber
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was a significant addition in this work, as when finely ground particles are added to cement,
they react chemically with the calcium hydroxide, offering a stability to the cement matrix
[10, 30, 33, 42, 46].

Figure 27. Magnification (500 x magnification) of particle fiber powder, carbon glass
and epoxy resin are shown
Hence, a total of five different FPMC waste material admixtures were used in this
study: virgin carbon/glass fiber, virgin carbon fiber, virgin glass fiber, conductor core
particle fiber powder, and conductor core crushed rods, which were denoted in this study
as conductor core chips. The virgin carbon and glass fibers were purchased from a
commercial composite materials retailer, and the conductor core rod admixtures were
fashioned from unused conductor core rods. The virgin carbon consisted of a
polyacrylonitrile-based (PAN), which was procured from Toray Composite Materials
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America, Inc., while the chopped virgin glass fibers were from Owen Corning. The particle
fiber-powder (PFP) was created by collecting the fine powder that was created during the
processes of cutting the conductor core rods using a wet saw. Figure 28 a-d shows the
different fiber and particle admixtures used in this study. A magnified image of the small
particles in the particle fiber admixture is shown in Figure 28 e-f and in Table 9, which
shows the various admixtures and their specifications.
Thus, a total of five admixtures were tested as part of this graduate work, which are
shown in Figure 28 b-d. These mixtures were: (b) crushed HVCC ‘chips’, (c), ground
HVCC hybrid polymer carbon/glass fiber powder, (d) virgin 1:1 wt % ratio of virgin
carbon/glass fibers, only virgin carbon fibers, and only virgin glass fibers, and their
incorporation into the cement matrix will be discussed in the following Chapter 6.
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ACCC

a)

ACCC Chips

10 mm

10 mm

ACCC
particle fiber
powder

b)

c)

Virgin carbon &
glass fibers

10 mm

d)

10 mm

e)

f)

Figure 28 a-f. HVCC sliced rods (a), and crushed chips material used in Portland cement
mixture (b), virgin 1:1 wt % ratio of virgin carbon/glass fibers (c), and ground micro HVCC
hybrid carbon/glass polymer powder (d) used in Portland cement mixture, with close-ups
of the ground particle power materials in e) and f)
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5.2 Additional admixture preparation remarks
Hybrid composite materials, specifically the HVCC rod waste material, required
additional processing before being implemented as an admixture for the cement binder.
The end-of-service-life of the HVCC rods can vary, therefore, it was advantageous to unify
the size and morphology for mixing into cement and create an even distribution and
dispersion. Although initial observations of the particle powder from the microscopy
analysis indicated that there was a wide range of sizes (lengths) of fiber filaments ~ 1 µm
and larger, most of the relative sizes and morphologies were < 1000 µm. Therefore, this
processing method was considered the most effective way of reducing the size of the
HVCC material and to allow for uniform mixing with the OPC binder.
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Chapter Six: Manufacturing and testing methodology of low and high-pressure
compacted cement materials containing admixtures
Improving the performance of concrete or cementitious materials is often done by
additives known as admixtures, which can alter or improve the qualities of the mix for a
specific application. In this portion of the research, the cement was used as the matrix,
while different recycled conductor core recyclate, FPMC materials were used as
admixtures, to limit the effects of saltwater aging. The five chosen admixtures, crushed
HVCC ‘chips’, virgin 1:1 wt % ratio of virgin carbon/glass fibers, virgin carbon fibers,
virgin glass fibers, and ground micro HVCC hybrid carbon/glass polymer powder, were
incorporated into cement that was compacted using different techniques [Table 9]. This
chapter describes the methods used to make the OPC samples containing admixtures,
which were compacted using a standard method (low-pressure), as well as a dynamic highpressure compaction system (high-pressure).

6.1 Low-pressure cement sample preparation
The five FPMC admixtures were added to the dry cement powder at 6.0 wt % for
the low-pressure compaction samples. The cement and admixtures were then thoroughly
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dry mixed with a hand-scoop and rotary mixing paddle for homogeneity and consistency
before adding water. In this work, the water to cement ratio was 33% [Table 10] of the
combined total weight of all constituents for the low-pressure compaction samples, as
cement paste mixture workability decreases with the addition of the FPMC admixtures. A
sample without admixtures was also made (neat samples). All the cement mixtures, both
with and without admixtures, were poured into 50 mm 3 molds and allowed to pre-cure for
24 hours according to the ASTM C109/C109M standard [35, 37, 79]. Afterwards, the cubes
were submerged in clean tap water for 56-days at ~23˚C before any compression tests or
saltwater aging experiments were performed, which will be described in the next chapter.
A total of 36 OPC specimens low-pressure were created. 18 (three of each type of
admixture) were tested for compression strengths and hardness as un-aged samples. The
remaining 18 (3 of each type) were exposed to salt-water aging and subsequently tested for
compression as aged samples.

Table 9. Portland cement FPMC admixtures
Admixture
name

Particle
Chips
fiber powder

Admixture
description

Powder:
Recycled
HVCC in
powder
form glass
obtained
from wet
saw

Crushed:
Recycled
HVCC
conductor
core

Virgin
glass/carbon
fiber
Chopped:
stranded
glass and
carbon fiber
(1:1 ratio)
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Virgin glass
fiber

Virgin carbon
fiber

Chopped:
stranded
glass fiber

Chopped:
bundled
stranded
carbon fiber

6.2 High pressure compacted samples
To improve the resistance of the cement product to saltwater corrosion, additional
cement samples were created using a custom-designed high-pressure system to create a
denser final product [Figure 29 a]. This vibratory dynamic compaction technology was
adapted from the mining and tilling industry, using twin 4000-Watt, 3-phase 50Hz
oscillating vibrators. This technology is commonly used to crush and compress geomaterials, and has also been used to manufacture construction blocks and panels from coal
fly ash, mining quarry tailing and rock, recycled concrete, granular industrial waste
materials, and waste soils to form blocks, panels, and other geometries [Figure 29 b] [7174].
This specific compaction system compacts microparticles and granular cementitious
mixtures into a high-density material, and the system has the capability to compact Portland
cement into tough durable blocks, making it ideal for creating large cementitious products
[75-77]. In previous research conducted for the Department of Energy (DOE), this machine
was successfully used to compact and stabilize contaminated soil, which allowed for safer
storage, transportation, and disposal [75-77].
The principle of the dynamic vibration compaction design of a powder pressing
operation relies on using a repetitive pulverizing action. Based on the way the cement
admixture powders compress and cure, a lower kinetic energy pressure on the powder
material will result in less compacted, higher void, and lower density material, while a
high-velocity pressure will result in higher density within a surface volume [71]. Therefore,
when manufacturing a high-density material from a loosely packed powder, substantial
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variations in density are observed within the material’s structure, attributed to the highvelocity punching action from the driving upper anvil. To reduce the problem of
inhomogeneity within a compacted powder, oscillating vibratory forces from the lower
table and compaction mold are used to maximize uniformity of material compression of
the cementitious admixture [Figure 40] [71, 77].

Figure 29 a, b. Dynamic high-pressure compaction system (a), high-pressure compacted
Portland cement particle fiber mixed block (b)

Figure 30. Diagram of the dynamic high-pressure compaction method
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The major challenges of high-density compaction recycling of HVCC material are the
mechanical material preparation and finding the optimal density to achieve high
mechanical strengths and durability. The high-pressure compaction process of the material
requires less water than the traditional method of creating solid cement hardened products.
Thus, one can maintain the water to cement ratio of the powder at ~33% for low-pressure
compaction and close to 10% for high-pressure compaction [Table 10, Figure 31]. With
microparticles of the Portland cement binder and recyclate admixture, the water usage was
reduced using the high-pressure compaction method (HP), compared to low-pressure
compaction methods (LP) [Table 10] [40].

Table 10. Mixture proportions of cement powder (wt%)
Compaction

Water ratio

Cement

Recyclate

HP

10

100

6.0

LP

33.33

100

6.0
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Figure 31. Comparison of total mass percentages of materials for mixing designs highpressure vs low-pressure compaction

6.2.1 High pressure compaction methods
Manufacturing of the high-density compacted cemented required additional measures
to ensure proper curing. As with the low-pressure compacted samples, 6.0 wt% of the
“recyclate” admixture material was incorporated into the high-pressure cement powder,
according to ASTM standards [35, 37, 79] The recyclate/cement admixture was then
combined with 10% - 15% of water, and the entire mixture was placed into a steel
compaction mold [Figure 32 b], which was placed on the dynamic compaction base steel
plate. The upper steel top plate with an anvil was then lowered to gently press the loose,
moist cement mixture together [Figure 33 a]. Dynamic compaction was performed for 5
to 7 seconds to compress the mixture into a dense solid.
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Figure 32 a, b. a) High voltage hybrid FCP admixtures that were processed into chips
(middle) and a powder (far right), and then b) mixed with Portland cement and water and
high pressure compacted into a solid rectangular brick-shaped material

Figure 33 a, b. Steel high-pressure compaction rectangular mold used in the dynamic
compaction system after compaction a) and after extraction b)
Several blocks were made using the high-pressure compaction system, with each
containing different admixtures. A total of four different rectangular blocks were created
using the compaction system: neat Portland cement, 6.0 wt% HVCC particle fiber powder
(PFP) + Portland cement, 6.0 wt% HVCC “chips” + Portland cement, and 6.0 wt% virgin
carbon/glass fiber + Portland cement, all of which are shown in Figure 34 a.
One sample of Portland cement containing 6.0 wt% new carbon and glass fiber
materials was also included for comparison [Figure 34 b]. The newly manufactured
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polyacrylonitrile (PAN) carbon fiber from Toray Industries, Inc., along with new, chopped
E-glass fibers, which were obtained from a commercial distributor.
After compaction, the high-pressure (HP) compacted rectangular 31.5 x 10 x 6.8
cm blocks were pre-cured for 24-hours before being removed from the steel compaction
mold [Figure 33 b]. The four rectangular blocks were then placed underwater in unaltered
tap water for 6-months at room temperature (~23˚C) to ensure complete curing, before they
were sliced into 50 cm3 cubes, after which saltwater aging experiments were performed on
individually prepared cubes. A total of 24 Portland cement cubed specimens were thus
created, for a total of three samples per specimen type.

Figure 34 a, b. High pressure compacted rectangular blocks, along with regular lowpressure cement (middle), before curing (a) and a sliced cube with 6.0 wt% of virgin
carbon/glass fibers before compression testing (b)
6.3 Salt-water aging of low and high pressure compacted samples
Following manufacturing of the high and low pressure compacted samples,
accelerated saltwater aging was conducted on the cement samples with and without the
above-mentioned admixture material. The saltwater aging experimental test was conducted
to assess how well the cement materials containing admixtures performed, compared to
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standard OPC, as well as to observe the effects of increased density on compaction strength
and salt-water aging resistance of the high-pressure compacted samples. These results were
then compared with OPC study the damaging effects of highly corrosive saltwater.
Salt-water aging was performed on both high and low-pressure compacted samples
using identical methods, to evaluate the resistance of the various cement mixtures subjected
to sulfate chemical attack, which is caused by seawater and marine/coastal environments
[13, 15, 31]. After curing for 56 days in clean tap water at 23˚C, each of the manufactured
cement specimens (high and low pressure) were placed in a 3% simulated seawater solution
at 80˚C for 30 days. The seawater solution contained 24.53 g/L of sodium chloride, as well
as other compounds commonly found in ocean water, as detailed in Table 11.
This salt-water solution and experimental setup simulate the aging oceanic
conditions that are primarily used in marine environments, and determined by standard
ASTM [78]. The aqueous seawater solution contained roughly 25 g/L mostly of sodium,
magnesium, and calcium chlorides. Other known constituents of < 1 g/L were also included
in the artificial salt solution based on the ASTM D1141 standard, as noted in Table 11.
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Table 11. Manufacturer specifications for simulated sea salt composition [78]
Sodium Chloride

NaCl

24.53 g/L

Magnesium Chloride

MgCl2

5.20 g/L

Sodium Sulfate

Na2SO4

4.09 g/L

Calcium Chloride

CaCl2

1.16 g/L

Potassium Chloride

KCL

0.695 g/L

Sodium Bicarbonate

NaHCO3

0.201 g/L

Potassium Bromide

KBr

0.101 g/L

Boric Acid
Strontium Chloride

H3BO3
SrCl2

0.027 g/L
0.0025 g/L

Sodium Fluoride

NaF

0.003 g/L

Water

H2O

988.968 g/L
Total: 1025 g/L

Following salt-water aging, all of the samples were compression tested to assess
the effects of saltwater environments, the results of which are described in Chapter 7. This
particular portion of the experimental study also incorporated a numerical simulation using
a novel fiber particle powder admixture incorporated with ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
matrix to resist the damaging effects of highly corrosive saltwater, which will be discussed
in Chapter 8.
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Chapter Seven: Compression Testing Results of Cement Materials Containing
Admixtures
After manufacturing and curing of the cubic-sized specimens, high-pressure unaged
and saltwater aged cement cubes with and without recyclate filler materials were
compression tested using a high-strength compression frame system. A total of unaged 12
cubic samples were tested for compression strengths, and 12 cubic specimens were exposed
to saltwater conditions and then tested for compression as aged cubes. In accordance with
the standard specification in ASTM Standard C109/C109M, compression testing was
conducted on select cubes [79].

7.1 Compression testing methods
Virgin and aged Portland high and low-pressure cement samples with and without
FPMC admixtures were subjected to compression tests using an Instron hydraulic testing
system, which had a maximum compression strength for standard high-strength cement
concrete of >100 MPa. The specifications for the test were modified, according to the
ASTM Standard C109/C109M, to ensure that both high- and low-pressure specimens could
be tested [79]. After compression testing, optical microscope images of the broken sample
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surfaces were taken. The cement samples with the admixtures were also tested for hardness
using a Rockwell hardness tester with a half inch diameter carbide ball (HR15Y) with a
crosshead speed of 5.08 cm/min.

7.2 Experimental test results
7.2.1 Unaged low-pressure sample compression test results
Compression and hardness tests conducted on the unaged low-pressure OPC
samples showed noteworthy differences in the properties among the various admixture
samples. Specifically, the OPC specimens containing particle fiber powder (PFP) had
better compression results and increased hardness values, compared to all other admixture
types.
The Portland cement compression strengths of admixtures containing the FPMC
fiber material admixtures are plotted in Figure 35. The admixture results appear to reduce
the maximum compression strengths, in comparison with the neat Portland cement. All
FPMC admixtures exhibited lower strengths than the neat Portland cement, which had an
average strength value of 74 MPa. Strength values from the admixtures significantly
reduced the compression strengths, as shown in the compression data. A much lower
average strength was seen with the carbon fiber/Portland cement compared to the glass
fiber and carbon/glass admixture. Also, strength values indicated that ground FPMC
particles exhibited the highest compression strength values of all the admixture samples,
especially compared to HVCC chips and virgin carbon fiber mixtures. The virgin glass
fiber samples had an average compression strength of 53 MPa, while the virgin carbon
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fibers were significantly lower (~33 MPa). In addition, the combination of virgin
carbon/glass fiber admixture was an average of the virgin carbon and glass fibers,
signifying that the addition of carbon fiber to the admixture did not benefit or increase the
compression strength of the material. This benefit may be due to glass fibers providing
hydration and pozzolanic reactive
properties, which consequently correlates to beneficial performance in cementitious
materials [35, 63, 66].
Thus, the compression strengths of the low-pressure Portland cement with various
admixtures were lower than neat, standard Portland cement, and the strength of larger
FPMC admixture content decreased linearly. The strength of Portland cement with particle
fiber material was higher; however, the relative size effect, and voids/air gaps and
dispersion within the cement matrix appeared to greatly affect the mechanical strengths of
the solid admixture, as larger FPMC material had a much lower homogeneity compared to
smaller particles [19, 68, 56]. Thus, the particle size effect will mix more readily and have
a greater chance for even distribution throughout the cement paste matrix. This size effect
may account for the lower average compression strengths seen in the Portland cement
samples with chips, virgin glass/carbon fibers, and virgin carbon fiber admixtures.
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Figure 35. Compression strengths of unaged low-pressure Portland cement with and
without admixtures
Optical microscopy images of the low-pressure sample surfaces after compression
tests are shown in Figure 36 a-f, and the fracture surfaces of the neat cement compared to
the admixture matrix were visibly unique. When adding FPMC recyclate material to
cement, the dispersion rate is dependent on the morphology and size. Thus, larger pieces
of recyclate will exhibit incomplete, uneven homogeneity as shown in Figure 36 b-d, f.
Larger clusters of bounded hybrid carbon and glass composite and carbon/glass fibers are
prone to having a negative effect on the compression strength. The increase in voids and
gaps between the cementitious structure and FPMC fiber materials may also weaken the
matrix structure. Furthermore, the time from crack initiation until the final rupture point of
cement is dependent on the existing voids and micro-gaps within the solid matrix [58, 69].
However, in Figure 36 e, the existence of larger gaps and voids between the cement matrix
are limited in admixtures with PFP, which may contribute to the retained compressive
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strengths noticed in neat cement. There is, therefore, a high probability of even particle
fiber material dispersion throughout the cement, which can mitigate strength loss by
increasing the homogenous mixing as shown in Figure 36 a, e.
Additional analysis of fiber segregation effect and fracture was evident in the lower
compression strengths of cement with HVCC Chips and virgin carbon fiber admixtures.
Both admixtures performed much lower than neat Portland cement and cement with PFP
admixture, and this result can be seen visually in Figure 36 f, where the virgin carbon
fibers and polymer resin bound chips acted as crack initiators. This result seems to have
had a pronounced negative effect on the cement compression mechanical properties of
these materials. Additionally, the presence of fiber clumping was seen in the virgin carbon
fiber admixture specimens, which contributed to the weak mechanical bonding between
the cement and admixture, and consequently it performed the poorest of all the specimens
tested.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 36 a-f. Optical microscopy images of 50X neat (a), 10X virgin carbon/glass fiber
(b), 10X virgin carbon fiber (c), 10X virgin glass fiber (d), 40X particle fiber (e), and
10X chips (f). Embedded carbon fibers, glass fibers, and composite core chips are
denoted by red arrows, yellow, and blue arrows, respectively
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Rockwell HR15Y hardness results for all six admixtures low-pressure samples are
shown in [Figure 37], with each data point consisting of 9 tests. The neat Portland cement
sample had a hardness of 84.1, and all admixture samples except for the HVCC chips
exhibited an increase in hardness. The addition of PFP admixtures increased the hardness
the most to 93.5, an increase of over 9% over neat cement, while the chips decreased
hardness to 83.3, a decrease of 0.8%.

Figure 37. Rockwell HR15Y hardness values for low-pressure Portland cement mixtures
7.2.2 Salt-aged low-pressure test results
After aging, cubes were removed from the soaking solution and air dried before
compression preparation and testing. The compression strength results of the samples after
salt aging are shown in Figure 38. While regular, neat aged cement lost approximately
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30% compression strength after aging, cement with particle fiber admixture lost only ~6%
compression strength after aging [Figure 39]. The recycled composite core chips and
virgin glass/carbon fiber admixture samples also performed poorly compared to Portland
cement with PFP. Virgin glass/carbon fiber and chips lost ~12% and ~24% of their
compression strengths after aging, respectively. Virgin glass and carbon fiber samples were
again an average of the virgin glass/carbon sample. From the plotted compression [Figure
38], the reduction in strength is likely due to the internal ingression of salt species such as
sodium chloride, which can damage the cementitious matrix [35, 50, 70, 80]. The addition
of PFP admixture, however, may reduce or delay these deleterious effects. This diffusion
effect is further investigated through the use of molecular dynamics simulations described
in Chapter 8.

-30%
-6%

-15%
-12%

-24%

-8%

Figure 38. Compression strengths of 3%, 30-day salt-aged low-pressure Portland cement
admixture samples
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7.2.3 High-pressure unaged compression test results
The maximum compression strengths of the unaged samples are shown in Figure
39. All the high-pressure samples had maximum compression strengths between 30 –60
MPa [Figure 39]. These relatively high compression strength results are likely due to their
lower porosity and lower permeability associated with standard self-compacted Portland
cement materials, as low-pressure compacted cement have more voids distributed
throughout their structures [Figure 40 a] [30, 42, 46]. In cement, most voids and pores are
the result of insufficient compaction, mixing, and placement of the created cement during
curing. Surface magnification shows that these voids can be significantly reduced in size
and number when sufficiently compacted, as compared to low pressure cement [Figure 41
a-b].
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Figure 39. Compression strength of high pressure compacted unaged cement samples
with and without recycled admixtures
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Figure 40 a, b. Low-pressure compacted cement (a) with noticeably more voids than
high-pressure compacted cement (b)

Figure 41 a, b. 70x surface magnification of low-pressure compacted ordinary Portland
cement a), and high-pressure Portland cement with 6.0 wt% of particle HVCC rod
material b)
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7.2.4 High-pressure salt-aged test results
After sample salt aging, the maximum compression strength tests are shown in
Figure 42. The produced high-pressure samples were shown to have between 30 - 60 MPa
maximum compression strengths, which is still considered marginally high-strength
[Figure 42]. These compression strength results are likely due to their lower porosity and
lower permeability associated to standard self-compacted Portland cement materials, as
low-pressure compacted cement will have small air voids distributed throughout the
structure [Figure 43 a] [34, 35, 53, 73, 79]. In cement, most voids and pores are the result
of insufficient compaction, mixing, and placement of the created cement during curing,
and these voids can be significantly reduced in size and number when sufficiently
compacted [Figure 43 b, Figure 43 b, c].
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Figure 42. Compression strengths of high pressure compacted cement with and without
PCP admixtures after salt-aging
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Figure 43 a–c. 200x magnification of low pressure compacted Portland cement (a), high
pressure compacted Portland cement (b), and high pressure compacted cement with 6.0
wt% of PFP (c).
A brief comparison of the high- and low-pressure salt-aged surfaces also revealed
highly visible surface efflorescence on certain samples, as shown in Figure 44 a-e. Large
cracks and efflorescence were also noticeable in the high-pressure compacted 6.0 wt% HV
chips cube [Figure 44 c].
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Portland cement with 6.0 wt % FCP admixtures

Figure 44 a-e. Visual observations of the low-pressure and high-pressure compacted
fiber samples after salt-aging.
7.3 Discussion
Compression test results revealed that high pressure compressed materials
containing the recyclate admixtures had comparable compression strengths of concrete in
Figures 39 and Figure 42. While neat high-pressure compacted cement lost roughly 8%
of its maximum compression strength after salt-aging, the cement with the particle fiber
powder admixture lost only about 7% of its maximum compression strength after aging
[Figure 42], resulting in comparable maximum compression strengths. The recycled
composite core chips and new carbon fiber and glass fiber admixture samples, however,
did not perform as well compared to Portland cement with particle fiber powder.
Respectively, the virgin combined carbon and glass fiber lost roughly 8%, and hybrid
crushed rod chips gained roughly 14% of their maximum compression strengths after
saltwater aging. Although the crushed rod chips admixture gained compression strength
after salt-aging, it had the lowest performance, average decreased maximum strength of
27%. The combination of recyclates containing both carbon and glass performed close to
the average of the glass and cement and carbon and cement samples. The declining
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maximum compression strength was conceivably due to chloride (salt), which may have
ultimately had an adverse effect on cementitious-based materials [60, 69, 78-82]. From
these results, it appears that the addition of particle fiber powder admixture may noticeably
mitigate the harmful effects of salt-water aging, due to the reduced migration of salt
through the samples. This hypothesis is further explored by using molecular dynamics, as
described in the next chapter.
It also appears the compression strength values from the PFP aged cement
significantly retained strength in comparison with neat aged cement. A notable similarity
in compression strength after salt-aging was observed for neat Portland cement with PFP
admixture. For the FPMC and virgin fiber admixtures, the decrease in strength average can
be correlated to the larger fiber composite size and dispersion within the cement. This
observation can also be largely linked to the particle fibers size and miscibility within the
cement, which creates beneficial pozzolanic properties [62-63, 67-69]. It appears the
compression strength values from the PFP aged cement significantly retained strength in
comparison with neat aged cement. A notable similarity in compression strength after saltaging was observed for neat Portland cement neat cement with PFP admixture. For the
FPMC and virgin fiber admixtures, the decrease in strength average can be correlated to
the larger fiber composite size and dispersion within the cement. This observation can also
be linked largely to the particle fibers size and miscibility within the cement, which creates
beneficial pozzolanic properties [35, 50, 70, 80].
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7.4 Concluding Remarks
Considering the various FPMC admixtures used in this study, the PFP admixture
was most advantageous in terms of retaining the compression strength of high- and lowpressure samples after exposure to accelerated salt-water aging. The compression strengths
of the PFP specimens containing 6.0 wt% admixtures were retained compared to all other
admixture types and neat Portland cement. The PFP admixture also significantly improved
in hardness by almost 11%, compared to neat Portland cement, making it a beneficial
admixture for cement in marine based environments where increased durability and wear
resistance are critical.
The preservation of compression strength and increase in hardness of the Portland
cement with PFP admixture supports the notion of recycling polymer matrix composite
waste into high strength cementitious materials. If the recycled FPMC waste is finely
ground, the new Portland cement composite material could have favorable properties for
use in marine or coastal environments due to its lower diffusion rate of water, as shown in
the molecular dynamics simulations. The dynamic diffusion model can be used to explain
the degradation of compression strength because of salt-aging, as sodium ions have been
shown to rapidly diffuse through the cement network. A lower rate of diffusion is therefore
more beneficial for cement, as it means liquids such as water or seawater will diffuse
through the material at a decreased rate. Because magnesium sulfate reacts to the
constituent calcium oxides in Portland cement forms, calcium sulfate and magnesium
hydroxides precipitates and results in deleterious leaching effects which damage the
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structure [43, 48, 50]. The reduced rate of water diffusion through the Portland cement with
PFP admixtures results in a lower transport of sodium, which reduces the chance of
chloride and sulfide attacks within the structure [43, 50]. This slowed diffusion is also
advantageous, as the PFP decreases porosity, thereby decreasing salt and chemical attacks
within the internal structure. This decreased porosity promotes durability and is critical for
material stability in seawater, and therefore delays the time of aging by chloride or sulfide
attacks, giving the material a longer lifespan in seawater. From this experimental study, the
results showed that hybrid carbon/glass polymer composite waste, either that which has
reached its end-of-service life or can no longer be used for its original purpose, can be
successfully recycled as an admixture for Portland cement materials, thereby improving its
properties. If properly processed, recycling FPMC waste into cementitious materials could
be a viable and environmentally responsible alternative to disposal in landfills.
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Chapter Eight: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Moisture Diffusion Through
High and Low Pressure Compacted Cement
To better understand and assess how moisture diffuses through high- and lowpressured cement with and without FPMC admixture, a series of Molecular Dynamics
diffusion models were created. The moisture diffusion analysis was conducted by using
Mean Squared Displacement (MSD) analysis using Materials Studio software, to
determine how Portland cement and HVCC material admixtures, under both high- and lowpressure compaction conditions [40, 81]. This analysis was done to quantify the
interactions between cement molecules and moisture, to better determine how the addition
of HVCC recyclate admixture materials may affect the diffusion of seawater, and thus
better withstand ocean environments.

8.1 Molecular Dynamics forcefield parameters
Various software programs use parameters for calculating and verifying the binding
energies, and interaction constraints of atoms and molecules. The software used in the
study, Materials Studio, uses a validation molecular calculation, condensed-phase
optimized ab-initio force field (COMPASS) for the numerical simulations. This molecular
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dynamics forcefield optimizer calculates atom distance and potential energy (bonds and
angles) of links for each molecule. The calculation principle uses properties of
thermophysical, classical Newtonian physics (eq. 4) governing the state of matter to foresee
or predict the motion, in time, of atoms [82]:
𝑚

⃑

= 𝐹⃑ = −∇⃑𝑈(𝑅⃑ ) (eq. 4)

From the basic force dynamics equation, the mass (mi), and the directional force (Fi)
with respect to time (t), with the potential across the gradient (U), and energy to the relative
locational coordinate (ri). The reliability of a predictable solution is dependent on the
appropriate force field used in the molecular dynamics simulation. The COMPASS
functional procedure from author Sun, H. et al. is governed by the following (eq. 5) [81,
82]:
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(eq. 5) [75-76]

The COMPASS form is represented by the bonding interactions of (b), and the
angular link (X), and the torsion angle. The energy potentials are determined by the
valence-relation interactions of cross-coupling and the nonbonded interactions.
Nonbonding interactions for the electrostatic potentials, and Coulombic differences
between pairs of atoms are determined by the Lennard-Jones functions for dissimilar atoms
[81-84]. Therefore, the molecular simulation includes the intermolecular energy forces i.e.,
van der Waals, as a base parameter setup. COMPASS is the built-in validation; however,
the bond interactions are independently calculated during the simulation. The associated
molecular characteristics in Ca, Si, Mg, Al, and Fe oxides are significantly different than
water. However, the H2O molecule has an average higher diffusion coefficient than carbon
(C), BPA resin, and Si tend to react differently. Additionally, this can be further validated
with the H2O diffusion coefficient in simulation with cement materials [83].

8.2 Molecular dynamics methods
In this study, molecular dynamics models were generated in Materials Studio using
built-in library structures to generate the nanoscale Portland cement particles and FPMC
admixture compounds, and results were analyzed using the built in Materials Studio Mean
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Squared Displacement (MSD) module [83]. Because the experimental FPMC admixtures
contain small fragments of glass, carbon fiber, and epoxy, nanoscale cylinders of glass and
carbon fiber were created using Materials Studio Nanostructure Module using preconstructed carbon and glass compounds. Epoxy was simulated in the models as bisphenolA (BPA) molecules, a major constituent of epoxy resin.
Initially, two nanoscale Portland cement models were created: standard Portland
cement (neat), and Portland cement containing the glass and carbon fibers with epoxy
compounds, to simulate OPC samples containing particle fiber admixture, per the
experimental methods. The individual nanoparticles and components included in the
Molecular Dynamics models are shown in Figures 45 a-e & 46 a-c The Portland cement
itself was represented by nanoscale particles of calcium oxide, silicon dioxide, Ferric oxide,
and aluminum oxide, which are shown in Figure 45 a-e. These nanoscale sized cement
particles were created using a built-in library of Materials Studio’s molecular dynamics
software. Figure 45 c also shows the water molecule used in the simulations, which was
included in all of the models to simulate moisture ingress, in placement of seawater. The
PFP admixtures of microscopic glass, carbon, and epoxy particulates, which are shown in
Figure 46 a-c.
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a)

b)

c)

e)

d)

Figure 45 a-e. Molecular Dynamics nanoparticles used in the Portland cement diffusion
simulation from left to right: aluminum oxide, ferric oxide, water, silicon dioxide, calcium
oxide

b)

c)

a)

Figure 46 a-c. Primary nanoparticles used in Molecular Dynamics to represent the
recyclate admixture material, from left to right: bisphenol-A (epoxy), carbon fiber, and
glass fiber
To simulate the particle fiber admixtures [40], small fragments of the fibers (carbon
and glass) were created as nanosized pre-constructed silica and carbon compounds using
the Build Nanostructure module in the software. For the high-pressure model containing
admixtures, the low-pressure model containing admixtures was simply compacted,
reducing its volume while increasing its density.
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Thus, a total of three nanoscale Portland cement models were created: low-pressure
standard density Portland cement (PCLP) as a baseline comparison; high-pressure highdensity Portland cement (PCHP); and high-pressure high-density Portland cement with
FPC admixture (PCpfHP). The finite sized nanoscale molecular compounds of SiO 2,
Fe2O3, Al2O3, and CaO which largely comprise Portland cement.
The particles were placed in a 78Å x 78Å x 78Å lattice, or box, using Amorphous
Cell in a wt% equal to the typical composition of Portland cement in Chapter 2 [Table 1].
The FPMC admixture containing nanoscale carbon and glass fibers and epoxy was also
included in the third high-pressure model. Forcite dynamics at NVT (a constant number of
molecules, volume, and temperature), followed by Mean Squared Displacement (MSD)
analysis was conducted to assess the diffusion of water molecules through the different
cement mixtures. The two models, Portland cement neat and Portland cement with particle
fiber powder, are shown in Figure 47, and the overall molecular dynamics methodology
and build process is shown in Figure 49.
After creating the initial models using Amorphous cell, the two ‘high-pressure’
models were compacted using molecular dynamics NPT, which used a constant number of
molecules, pressure, and temperature – for 20 picoseconds at 3.0 GPa of pressure to reduce
the cell density to approximately 3.4 g/cm3 [40]. The temperature, volume and molecules
were consistent using a NVT Forcite dynamics with the analysis of MSD for water
molecule diffusion through the mixture of cement and structured components of the FPMC
materials [40].
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Finally, before MSD analysis was conducted, the water molecules were highlighted
and marked in Materials Studio, to allow the software to track their movements during
molecular dynamics simulations. Then, molecular dynamics simulations were run using
Forcite for a total of 100 picoseconds (ps) at NVT using the COMPASS II forcefield which
used the Newton-Raphson method, at a temperature of 295 K for both high- and lowpressure simulations. Afterward, MSD analysis was then conducted on only the water
molecules, to assess their movements through the various Portland cement simulations.
The three simulated models, PCLP, PCHP, and PCpfHP are shown in Figures 47
a-b, and 48 a-b, and the complete molecular dynamics methodology and build processes
are shown in Figure 49.

Figure 47 a, b. Molecular dynamics models of low-pressure (PCLP) a), and highpressure compacted neat Portland cement (PCHP) (b)
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Figure 48 a, b. Molecular dynamics of high-pressure compacted Portland cement with
particle fiber material before (a) and after (b) pressure compaction (PCpfHP)
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Initial density: 2.0 g/cm3

Geometry optimization
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Admixture:
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carbon fiber,
glass fiber, and
BPA (epoxy)

High pressure - compaction

Forcite Dynamics:
NVT for 100 picoseconds @
T=295K

“Compaction”
NPT @ 3GPa for 20 picoseconds
Final cell density: ~3.4 g/cm3

Forcite Dynamics
NVT for 100 picoseconds @
T=295K

Mean Squared Displacement:
Diffusion analysis of water using
Forcite Analysis

Mean Squared Displacement:
Diffusion analysis of water using
Forcite Analysis

Figure 49. Build process for the molecular dynamics models, which examined water
movement through high and low pressure compacted nanoscale Portland cement with and
without FPC admixtures.
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8.2.1 Molecular dynamics diffusion analysis
The diffusion analysis was conducted using Forcite analysis to generate the mean
squared displacement (MSD) which provides the distance travelled by atoms from their
original position. In the formula below, the number of diffusive atoms in the model, D
represents the diffusion coefficient, (i) represents the index of an atom, (N) represents the
total number of atoms, and r(t) represents the location coordinates at the specified time
[81-84].

(eq. 3)

Mean squared displacement is a technique used in studying the dynamics of
molecule collisions and observing the trajectory of any given molecule as it randomly
wanders erratically through an available volume. Although there is no directed motion, a
molecule will not remain indefinitely close to its initial position and will wander depending
on factors like particle or atom charge, material density, and temperature. This matter is
relevant to transport processes in the material, most notably in Fick’s law of diffusion [84,
85]. However, the binding energy and associated constraints of molecular properties are
calculated by the linkages, angle of bonds, and particular torsions between the atoms can
be described using force fields [83 - 85].
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8.3 Molecular dynamics results and discussion
Figure 47 illustrates the diffusion of water through the Portland cement with and
without the particle fiber powder FPMC admixture. The diffusion of water molecules
within the low high-pressure compacted Portland cement, and high-pressure cement with
and without admixture compounds is illustrated in Figure 48 a-b. The diffusion of water
molecules within the low density and high-pressure compacted Portland cement is
illustrated in Figure 50, as a function of MSD. The results show that the MSD diffusion of
water through low pressure standard Portland cement (containing no admixture
components), was significantly higher compared to the other high-pressure models. The
high-pressure model containing fiber and epoxy components had the lowest diffusion rate,
which was had an 85% lower than the low-pressure cement model without admixture
particles.
Because damage to concrete structures is caused by moisture ingress, especially in
oceanic environments, a lower rate of diffusion of permeating compounds such as saltwater
is preferable. The molecular dynamics results indicate that the presence of fiber and resin
components, combined with a denser material with fewer voids in the overall structure,
made it more difficult for the water molecules to move, as shown by the lower MSD trends.
The combination of increased density and presence of fiber and epoxy compounds
prevented the water molecules from freely permeating through the simulated cement
structures, indicating that in real life scenarios it will take longer for moisture ingress to
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occur in high-pressure compacted Portland cement products containing recyclate
admixtures.

Figure 50. Diffusion of water through low-pressure Portland cement (PCLP) in orange,
high-pressure Portland cement (PCHP) in blue, and Portland cement with particle hybrid
glass and carbon fiber FCP material (PCpfHP) in grey

The molecular dynamics diffusion model can be used to explain the differences in
compression strengths of the experimental salt-aging samples, it appears that the saltwater
rapidly diffused through the cement network in the low-pressure samples. However, the
combination of admixtures and high-pressure compaction resulted in a cement material
that resulted in lower diffusion of seawater, reducing the exposure of salt water to the
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interior of the sample. The significant decrease in diffusion of the PCpfHP model supports
the experimental results, which showed that the combining the addition of particle fiber
admixtures with high pressure resulted in a material that was significantly more resistant
to saltwater corrosion compared to neat, low-pressure OPC. Thus, a lower rate of diffusion
is more beneficial for cement, as it means liquids such as water or seawater will diffuse
through the material at a decreased rate.
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Chapter Nine: Effective Diffusivity of Chloride Species Through Porous Cement
9.1 Introduction
OPC, as the primary binding matrix for concrete, is a ubiquitous and resilient
material, especially when mixed with aggregates to form reinforced structures. However,
hardened cement pastes are suspectable to degradation from surrounding environments,
and especially in high moisture, submersed liquid saltwater, and watershed locations [13,
15, 32, 48]. Portland cement in highly corrosive seawater environments is subjected to
chlorine intrusion from through the permeable solid porous media of the cement matrix
[36, 48, 49, 50]. This process has been widely researched, and studies have shown that the
charged ion species diffusion is the recognized mechanism of species ingression through
the structure of cement and cementitious materials with ferrous rebar reinforcements [35,
36, 48-51, 50]. The extent of degradation and loss of durability due to high levels of
chloride transported by means of water and charge are also exacerbated by a high
concentration of the chemical species and the time of exposure in corrosive conditions [36,
48-51].
The diffusivity of chlorine ions into concrete structures has been researched
numerically, showing that the movement of ion species will vary depending on the solution
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concentration and the permeability of porous material relative over time [86-90]. Also,
there is a direct relationship between the density of cement has and the quantities pores and
void spaces in cement, which can affect the diffusion of molecules through the material, as
discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, long-term exposure of cement material to salty
(specifically chloride compounds) environments will increase the amount of salt compound
transport into cement materials. Therefore, a conceptual experimental diffusion model in
porous cement media will be discussed in this chapter, to compare a high-porous structure
with fiber inclusions with a low-porous structure cement matrix. A two-dimensional model
was constructed that focused on diffusivity through the cement porous media, to observe
how seawater transport occurs in the OPC with HVCC admixtures, compared to normal
OPC materials.
Previously, molecular dynamics simulations were conducted to show the diffusion
of water through 3D high- and low-pressure cement with and without particle fiber
properties, without ion species. Therefore, in this study a COMSOL model was conducted
to observe the effects of ion species through porous cement with and without particle fiber
admixtures.

9.2 Ion Species Diffusion theory
The COMSOL model built in this study was based upon diffusion flux, rather than
MSD like in the molecular dynamics model. Therefore, a brief synopsis of the diffusion
theory is presented here, before the COMSOL methods are discussed.
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The relative concentration gradient movement of species from regions with high
to low concentration in spatial dimensional time is known as the diffusivity flux of Fick’s
first law. Diffusion flux (J) can be defined as the unit of time equal to the diffusion
coefficient (D) for the spatial area of time, where the derivative solution concentration (𝜑)
is determined by the length (x). Therefore, the system transport of chemical solute
concentration particles can be theorized by the flow of solutes from regions of high to low
concentrations across the depth of a material, according to the equation:
𝐽 = -D

(eq. 6)

The transport, or flux of the chemical species, is dependent on the initial solute
concentration and where there is a change in the space. The diffusion coefficient, also as
known as diffusivity, is a parameter of molecular mobility through a medium. Diffusivity
is the driving mechanism of concentration transport of diluted species in the porous media
model Thus, the flux is defined by the proportional to the change in the concentration
gradient and a linear relationship of the mass transport system specific to concentration
gradient summarized for Fick’s second law of diffusion [86-91],
The basic theory of Fick’s second law, for a one-dimensional case [86-91], states
that the flow of the concentration through a volume can be simplified across an area. The
diffusivity concentration, or flow through a system is the active variation of solutes across
the porous media of flux path of the area. Thus, the flux can be surmised by:

Δx,

=−

(

∆ , )
∆
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( , )

, (eq. 7)

which is an infinitesimally very small path, which is defined by the following equation:

Δx,

= −

, (eq. 8)

This equation is a simple mass balance of the flux noted by (q), which is the containing
diffusive component. The flux simplifies to:

𝑞 = −𝐷

𝜕𝑐
, (𝑒𝑞. 9)
𝜕𝑥

while the diffusive flux will fluctuate due to turbulence. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient
(D) can be quantified by eliminating q, for the measured (c) in equation:

=

𝐷

(eq. 10)

This equation is known as Fick’s second law of diffusion. For a three-dimensional variation
concentration in the cement solid is (c(x,t)) and the desired boundary conditions, the
diffusion coefficient D can differ with turbulent flow. However, in this study the constant
of D will be given as the general two-dimensional analysis of the partial differential
equation:

(eq. 11)

= 𝐷

The concentration species position therefore is relative to time (x/t) in the solid media,
where (D) is defined as the effective diffusion coefficient of the concentration in the porous
solid media [88-91].
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9.3 COMSOL diffusion model methods
This model used the COMSOL transport in porous media module to model
effective diffusion with respect to tortuosity defined as (𝜏

,

= 𝜀

/

) (eq. 12) with mass

conservation [88-93]. The effective diffusion coefficient is diffusivity dependent on the
concentration property, where free moving concentration (ci) from one point will travel
through the porous medium [88, 90-93]. The effect is governed by Fick’s first law stating
for species (i) the molar flux (Ni) and (Di,eff) is the effective diffusion coefficient, which is
proportional to the concentration gradient. In COMSOL, the change in concentration,
which is dependent on the spatial dimension and is proportional to the second derivative
of space within the given concentration. The diffusion coefficient of tortuosity (τ > 1) can
be defined in respect to:
𝛻 = − 𝐷 𝛻 (eq. 13)

𝑁 = −𝐷 ,

The concentration gradient flux of the porous matrix can be measured. Therefore,
because tortuosity (𝜏) is the distance a molecule will move from two points in a straightline path [88-93], the correlation of 𝜏 to the porosity (𝜀) in solidly compacted soils and
ground structures is defined by using the Millington-Quirk model equation [87-89]:
/

𝜏= 𝜀

(eq. 14)

The diffusion coefficient is dependent on the species concentration and the media,
which is defined by COMSOL in the congruence equation:
𝐷 ≡

|

|

|

|

(eq. 15)
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Thus, it can be assumed that the molecules will behave independently of each other
in a defined homogeneous porous medium which is a one-dimensional path [87-91].
However, in this model, the cement matrix model is two-dimensional. Therefore, the
Laplacian (Δ = 𝛻 ) can be used for the equation:
= 𝐷 𝛻 𝑐 (eq. 16)
The assumption in the simulation for the diffusion coefficient (Di ) is constant for
diluted chemical species in a solid. Additionally, chemical species diffusivity is dependent
on the substance initial concentration, as the defined time is > 0, in which the species will
diffuse through the porous solid media [87-93].
To determine the effective diffusion coefficient of ion concentration in cement, an
SEM image was taken of low-pressure compacted OPC with ground particle 6.0 wt%
FPMC material, and a two-dimensional schematic was created from the SEM image
[Figure 51]. A COMSOL model was then built based upon this schematic.
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Figure 51. SEM image of cement admixture with fiber inclusions low-pressure
compacted particle fiber in OPC (particle fiber powder admixture).
The model simulation used concentration species to represent the chloride
concentration gradient in a two-dimensional space measuring 100 x 100 µm area, to reduce
computational time, as shown in Figure 52. Since the rate of diffusion in OPC depends on
several factors, including the mixture and composition types, as well as inclusions of
micro-fibers, this model was used to quantify how well the admixtures and increased
density slow down the diffusion of ion species through OPC [48, 36, 87-89].
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Figure 52. SEM image of particle fiber admixture (100 µm2) carbon fibers highlighted in
red
The insulated boundary conditions were designated for the upper and lower x-axes
(−𝑛 ∙ 𝐽 = 0), as global settings for velocity, (u = 0) and default temperature (K = 293.15).
Similar to the models constructed in the literature [36, 90-93, 94-97], the initial inlet value
of the continuous concentration was applied as (Ci = C0i) equal to 7 mol/m3; therefore, a
constant-replenishment (ponding) concentration was applied to the right side area. The
initial concentration within the cement matrix and inclusions (fibers) was set to 0 mol/m 3.
The outflow boundary for this time dependent study was set to (𝑛 ∙ 𝐷 𝛻 = 0). The
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specified placement and size of the inclusion fibers for the cement models was based on
the sample SEM low-pressure compacted cement sample image [Figure 52]. An automatic
extra fine mesh with boundary layer sizing, and a smooth transition from the inclusion
surfaces to the matrix were also applied [Figure 53]. In a multi-phase model conducted by
Lon-Yuan Li et al the influence shape and orientation of the inclusion fibers in the OPC
matrix on chloride diffusion was negligible [97]. Orientation of the fiber may have some
influence in the flow path. However, the geometry and alignment of inclusions had small
influence on the diffusion of the chloride species. Also noting, pervious research shows the
predictable diffusion of fluid or chemical species must move through porous media will be
at 45˚ in the direction of the flow [ 89-96]. The effective diffusion coefficient of chloride
ions in cement in the COMSOL model was approximated as the average between high
concentrations and lower concentrations (concentration gradient), and the shapes and
lengths of fiber inclusions were based upon the SEM image and not modified. Although
recycled PFMC particles can vary in morphology and size, geometrical designs have been
shown to have a small influence on the diffusion coefficient of molecular species [90-97].
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a)

b)

Figure 53 a, b. Fine mesh with fiber inclusions (100 µm2)
For comparison, three separate models were created with global parameters for the
transport of diluted species: cement only with 0.02 porosity, cement with fibers at 0.02,
and cement with fibers at 0.05 porosity. Based upon the existing literature for standard
manufacturing cases, the bulk porosity density of cured concrete was set between 0.1 – 0.2
(10 to 20%) [35, 45]. In one study, the measured values from an X-ray tomography scan
of concrete were determined by Du Plessis et al. research porosity on average per sliced
scan was 0.035 on average (3.5%), with porosity range of the lowest at 0.02 to the highest
at 0.05 [88]. Therefore, for these models, 0.02 and 0.050 porosity models were created with
and without fibers. The incorporated inclusions (fibers) porosity was set to near zero at 1
x 10-8 and a diffusion coefficient to 1 x 10-20 m2/s. Pore density, size, and placement were
assumed to be homogenous for the matrix inclusion fibers in this specific study. Current
research on numerical modeling methods for cement with inclusions, also known as
aggregate or sand particles in concrete, indicates that it can be considered non-diffusive
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[87, 90-95]. Thus, for this study the carbon fiber inclusions were set to near zero for finitely
low, near zero diffusivity. Although the inclusion fibers are near zero diffusivity, they are
not entirely non-diffusive. Therefore, the fibers were meshed and included in the diffusivity
analysis. The transport of diluted species study was selected using a time-dependent
solution for estimating the variability of concentration gradient over 100 milliseconds (ms).
From validated studies conducted on chloride diffusion in cement, the coefficient was set
to 6 x 10-8 m2/s [89-97]. This condition was selected because it best represents similar
environmental conditions for cement-based structures exposed to variable saltwater, tidal
area with relatively high concentration of moisture, which have deleterious effects on
Portland cement and similar concrete materials [52, 91-97].

9.4 COMSOL results and discussion
Streamline flow indicators for the scaled 2D simulation models were obtained
[Figures 57 - 59]. The directional flow from the high concentration area can be seen at the
identifying gradient, shown in red, of 7 mol/m3. Additionally, the concentration gradient
and flow can be observed around the fiber inclusion interfacial surfaces [Figures 58, 59].
Roughly halfway through the cement matrix depth (~50%), the gradient concentration is
between 3 to 4 mol/m3, with a higher concentration in the lower porosity section (0.02) of
the model of the cement matrix without fiber inclusions [Figure 57], compared to lower
porosity (0.02 and 0.05) in the cement matrix with fiber inclusions [Figure 59].
From the 2D simulation gradient models, low unsteady-state concentrations of
species can be seen in areas of < 4 mol/m3 because the highest concentration regions in the
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OPC matrix are closer to the source. This phenomenon can be characterized by the
diffusivity of chloride permeation with relation to the density of the material. The effective
diffusion of chloride is normalized diffusion, which is consistent with Fick’s 1 st and 2nd
laws [86, 92-97].
A visual comparison of the diffusion of ion species in low porosity (0.02) OPC
without fibers can be seen in Figure 54, with fibers in Figure 56, and in high porosity
(0.05) [Figure 55]. The time in milliseconds (ms) associated with the total flux through the
cement matrix corresponds to the average diffusivity of molecules through the porous OPC
material. A high percentage (0.05) of pores in cement can affect the hardened structure’s
ability to resist or slow transport of concentrated molecules, in this case, chloride (Cl -) ions.
Although differences in manufacturing and placement of cement can be attributed to
various cure rates and strengths, general construction and concrete standards show that
higher porosities in Portland cement, along with prolonged exposure to damaging
compounds, can accelerate chloride penetration [37, 36, 52, 79, 88-97]. This phenomenon
can cause deleterious effects in OPC.
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Figure 54. Concentration streamline gradient (mol/m 3) after 75 ms profile of the OPC
without fiber (0.02) low porosity matrix
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Figure 55. Concentration streamline gradient (mol/m 3) after 75 ms profile of the OPC
with fiber inclusions (0.05) high porosity matrix
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Figure 56. Concentration streamline gradient (mol/m 3) after 75 ms profile of the OPC
with fiber inclusion (0.02) low porosity matrix
The value of the concentration of chloride can be obtained by selected averages
through the matrix, and these concentrations averaged over 10 - 100% depth during the
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allotted time frame of 100 ms are shown in Figures 57- 59. The concentration plot follows
the expected numerical diffusivity curve path [87, 90, 93]. Because a higher species
concentration (chloride) was applied at the inlet of the 2D models, the relationship of the
surface chloride species concentration (Ci) corresponded to the depth (x = 0). Each model
was thus analyzed using the same conditional boundaries. Each 2D simulation model for
peak concentration was averaged for 100 ms, and visual diffusion plots included
normalized concentration (mol/m3) over time (ms). At a consistent 20°C (K=293.15), the
movement of molecular species tended to gravitate from higher concentrations to lower
concentrations across the gradient [86, 87, 91-95]. The higher average concentration of
species was seen in the first 10 percent of the OPC matrix, while lower concentration
averages were observed at the specified time. This observed correlation between the
concentration and depth of porous solid is consistent with diffusion of chloride in OPC
materials studies [92-97]. The decrease in concentration average at 100 µm depth was
illustrated by the lower porosity (0.02) with fiber inclusions plot shown in Figure 57.
Higher density material with fewer pores and more non-diffusive material can retard
chemical species transport. Fiber inclusion particles are micro barriers, aiding in delaying
diffusion of chloride [90-97].
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Figure 57. High-density OPC without fibers (0.02 porous density)
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Figure 58. High-density OPC with fibers (0.02 porous density)
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Figure 59. Low-density OPC with fiber (0.05 porous density)

9.5 Concentration species diffusivity effect and cement density
Profile concentrations for high-density (0.02) cement with and without fibers
demonstrate the impact of fiber inclusions. Low-density (0.05) cement with fiber inclusions
had a higher concentration at the end (100 µm depth), compared to higher density OPC
with or without fiber inclusions. This lower diffusion effect can be seen in previously
conducted research with Molecular Dynamics, shown in Chapter 8.
The diffusion of concentrated harmful species, in this case chloride, has been
studied extensively. Chloride can be a deteriorator of cement and concrete structures, most
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notability of OPC structures that are in direct contact with salt and corrosive chloride
solutions (saltwater) [40, 87, 94]. After 100 ms, the concentration gradient at full depth can
be seen in Figure 60, where the average was calculated across the depth (x = 100 μm). The
transport of chloride species was noticeably higher in the model with higher porosity than
in the model with lower porosity at ~1.28 mol/m3. According to the simulation, with respect
to time, the concentration will reach stead-state rather quickly on the surface of the cement.
However, the rate at which the concentration travels through the media will be delayed.

Figure 60. Concentration of species through full 100 μm depth of OPC matrix at 100 ms

Concentrations within the OPC matrix were predicted based upon the COMSOL
models, from surface exposure to chloride. The concentration of low-density cement with
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fibers (0.05) was shown to be ~1.28 mol/m3, and the high-density cement with fiber (0.02)
was calculated to be ~0.71 mol/m3 [Table 12]. The difference between the low-density and
high-density models with fibers was ~57.28%. Although the concentration between the
low-density with fiber compared to the high-density without fibers was lower by ~14.22%,
a noticeable difference was still observed in the models.

Table 12. Concentration average after 100 (ms) through OPC matrix
Model
Low-Density Cement w/ Fibers (0.05)
High-Density Cement w/ Fibers (0.02)
High-Density Cement wo/ Fibers (0.02)

Concentration (mol/m3) at 100 ms
1.28
0.71
1.11

9.6 Concluding numerical model remarks
The following conclusions from the numerical simulations conducted on OPC with
high- and low-density homogenous porosity, with barrier-like fiber inclusions, can be made
to support an agreement with the high-pressure and low-pressure compacted OPC
materials. Specifically, higher pressure compacted cement materials with fibers are more
than likely to prolong, or delay, corrosion than cement with no inclusions or fiber material
with the same exposure.
The alternative 2D models evaluated the concentration gradient using Fick’s 2 nd
law of diffusion to analyze the behavior of effective diffusivity of harmful species
molecules (chloride) through OPC with and without fiber recyclate materials. The
experimental COMSOL Multiphysics simulation models, which assessed the transport of
diluted species through porous media, used governing equations that showed the effective
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diffusivity of chloride in cement materials. Additionally, the orientation and size of the
fiber inclusions were a possible limiting factor in this numerical analysis which may have
an effect on the diffusivity within the cement matrix. However, there was a correlation of
high-density (high-pressure compacted) cement with fiber materials having a lower
concentration of chloride molecules ~57.28% lower than the low-density (low-pressure
compacted) cement with fiber materials. The small difference in chloride concentration
was higher in the low-density cement with fiber (0.05), than the simulation than the highdensity cement without fibers (0.02) shown in Figure 63 at ~14.22% [Table 16]. The fiber
inclusions (mimicking barriers) can therefore be attributed to a small decrease in the
diffusion rate. However, the effective diffusion of chloride through cement be also be
largely attributed to the cement’s porosity from these normalized models.
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Chapter Ten: Discussion & Conclusions
Although Portland materials are durable and strong, they are not impenetrable [13,
15, 71, 84]. Concrete and cement-based structures in marine environments endure the
destructive impacts from ocean seawater and continuous exposure to saltwater [13, 15, 52,
84]. As a result, high corrosion and physically compromising weaknesses are seen in
various cement-based structures [15, 55]. Thus, large concrete structures may contain open
pores and internal gaps (spaces) between 10% to 20%, and these pores can provide access
points for damaging chlorine products that can destroy the overall material over time [39,
58, 72, 73]. Furthermore, because these cement structures are exposed directly to moisture
and saltwater environments year-round, accelerated aging, corrosion, and frictional
wearing will occur. In some cases, a mechanical strength decline of up to an order of
magnitude will occur within a few years, which can be attributed to a high quantity of
surface degradation (pitting), excessively huge developments of cracks, internal expansion,
and/or mechanical compromises due to water ingress into concrete structures [39, 52, 72,
73]. Consequently, mitigating internal porosity, and thus increasing the density, of concrete
products for use in marine environments may extend their life in-service. As a result, this
research incorporated a high-pressure compaction system to reduce the porosity of the final
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concrete/HVCC aggregate composite material, and to thus ideally limit the degree of
failure.
Since the numerous FCP admixture and cement combinations were evaluated in this
study, the 6.0 wt% high-pressure compacted virgin glass fiber composite may be valuable
in terms of maintaining maximum compression strengths after direct contact with
saltwater. However, in comparison to recycling, HVCC chips admixture and neat Portland
cement lost substantial compression strength after direct exposure to high-heat saltwater
for an extended 30-day period, as shown in Figures 46 and 49. The addition of particle
fiber powder recyclate to cement resulted in a retention of strength by approximately 20%
of the maximum strength before salt aging, compared to neat Portland cement and new
glass fiber admixture averages [Figures 46, 49]. This improvement is beneficial for direct
recycling applications where increased durability and corrosion resistance is crucial.
However, the high-pressure vibratory compaction system may not be applicable or nonbeneficial due to higher production costs with extensive cement curing time.
The retained properties of the Portland cement, particle fiber powder recyclate
admixture after aging in ocean salt-water supports the concept of recycling FCP waste into
cement-based materials for possible offshore and other highly corrosive environments.
This study shows that recycled FCP waste that is finely ground and then high-pressure
compacted to reduce volume results in a material that has advantageous properties for use
in elevated temperature, moist, seawater conditions, or highly corrosive supporting
building structures due to its lower water diffusion, as shown in this study’s molecular
dynamic simulations.
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This high-pressure compacted experimental findings and numerical modeling in this
study supports the determination that carbon and glass fiber polymer HVCC waste, which
has either reached its expired life or cannot be used again for similar applications, may be
successfully recycled as an admixture for Portland cement materials, and in accordance
with this analysis, may improve its properties especially for salt-water environments. Thus,
proper treatment and processing of waste FPC materials, recycling fiber composite waste
into cement-based materials might be a valuable substitute to discarding in landfills.

1. There is significant complexity in recycling fiber composites, and landfill waste
disposal is a problem; however, this study showed that recycling of FPMC material
into civil engineering materials such as concrete material (Portland cement binder)
is a viable option with a beneficial effect for cement based materials.

2. The study showed that hybrid carbon/glass fiber composites can be successfully
processed into an admixture using low-cost mechanical processing methods, and
when added to cementitious materials (Portland cement) add value, making the
material more durable). Thus, this study shows that recycling of HVCC waste into
cementitious material is viable, beneficial, economically feasible option compared
to direct landfill disposal for HVCC rods and hybrid composite materials.

3. The study establishes a novel method for investigating low-pressure vs highpressure compacted cement admixtures by utilizing a high-pressure dynamic
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compaction system. This machine was used to fabricate high-density Portland
cement materials containing mechanically recycled hybrid carbon/glass and
hardened epoxy resin materials.
4. The effects of ground particle carbon/glass and epoxy recyclate and high-pressure
compaction on Portland cementitious paste was shown in this study to increase
resistance to environmental aging and increase maximum compression strength
retention by > 90%. The combination of high-pressure compaction and recycled
particle fiber powder can reduce degradation effects in concrete structures in
moisture and saltwater ingress. However, this research showed that dynamically
compacting cement alone, showed little benefit compared to low-pressure
compacted Portland cement.

5. The molecular dynamics simulations conducted in this study showed that an
increase in density and addition of HVCC particle fiber waste will reduced the
diffusivity of moisture through high-density cement by 85% [Figure 50], while
large number of pores and voids in in low-pressure cement resulted in a high
diffusion rate of water molecules. Thus, the numerical simulations confirmed the
benefits of both high-pressure and of addition of composite particle materials to
cementitious materials to reduce the diffusion of water, supporting the idea that
lower diffusive materials properly mixed into cement will also reduce the
permeation of charged ions in seawater.
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6. The recycled particle hybrid composite HVCC admixture on Portland cement was
shown to have a beneficial effect in saltwater, as environmental aging tests showed
that the mechanical maximum average compression strength of Portland cement
was retained within 7% when HVCC particle fiber powder admixtures were added
to the cement. Additionally, Rockwell HR15Y increased from 84.1 to 93.5 [Figure
37]. Thus, this study found that the resulting material was less likely to deteriorate
in seawater, giving it an extended service life in marine based environments.
7. The results from the COMSOL numerical simulation of diffusion of diluted species
through porous media indicate that the porosity density of cement with fiber
inclusions directly affected the diffusion of chloride concentration. A decrease in
the diffusive species of chloride in high-density, low-porosity (0.02) cement with
fibers was shown in the numerical results [Figure 60]. A decline in the
concentration 7 mol/m3 at 100 (ms) of detrimental ion species (Cl -) was shown to
decrease in high-density, low porosity cement (0.02) with fiber inclusions relative
to the low-density, higher porosity (0.05) full of 100 μm depth to 0.71 mol/m3
compared to 1.28 mol/m3 respectively. Lower porosity (0.02) with and without fiber
inclusion particles can decrease diffusivity of concentration species by 14%. The
included particle fiber powder creates an internal barrier which mitigates transport
of chloride concentration through porous cement by 57% in lower porosity (0.02)
with fiber inclusions comparability to higher porosity (0.05) with fibers.
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8. Possible limiting factors for the diluted species numerical simulation include the
orientation of the fiber inclusions, which may slightly alter the concentration
species flow through the cement media. However, the inclusion orientation effect
was considered negligible for the 2D simulation. Although the fiber inclusions were
considered near zero, but not entirely non-diffusive, fiber inclusion meshing was
used for the COMSOL model to illustrate finite diffusivity.
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